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SCOPE AND CONTENT: This study offers a detailed analysis of the main
character of Bertolt Brecht' s play Schweyk im zweiten T,veltkrieg.
The play has, to a large extent, been neglected, criticised and
generally regarded as a second-rate Hork. One of the objects of
this study is to destroy that view. Schweyk is seen as conforroing
to a typically Brechtian pattern, in that he is basically a character made up of two conflicting, socially conditioned sides.
This study attempts to bring these two sides into perspective,
thus showing Schweyk in his true light. SchYleyk is basically
"
seen to be following a campaign of "opponierendes Hitlaufertum"

and as such is closely linked with Brecht's most significant
political publication "Fünf Sch~Iierigkeiten beim Schreiben der
Wahrheit". At the end of the character analysis adefinition of
Schweyk is formulated based on the qualities of the aforementioned political treatise, so that some observations can be made
on the terms "Sch\. . eyk figure" and "Schweykian philosophy", both
terms which seem to have been abused by the critics. From these
observations and the character analysis of Schweyk, it then
becomes quite obvious that Schweyk im zweiten \veltkrieg is of
fundamental importance, since in the character of Schweyk Brecht
seems to express his philosophy of life in the clearest, most
unequivocal manner.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study on Bertolt Brecht's Schwerk im
zweiten ',veltkrieg iSt in effect, to attempt to fill a hole which has
surprisingly been left in the secondary literature on Brecht. Schweyk
im

zwe~ten

Weltkrieg has to a point been dismissed as a rather

second-rate work compared with the established and so-called great
works such as Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder or Der gute Mensch von
Sez,uan, to name just two. It is the intention of this study firstly,
on a general level, to attempt to destroy what I believe is a totally
unwarranted neglect of this very fine play, emd secondly, on a more
specific level, to investigate the character of Schweyk in the hope
of gaining insight into the terms "Schweyk figure" and "Schweykian
philosophy", terms which have been bandied about in various manners
and with such alarming frequency, with the result that to a large
extent they have, like the term "Verfremdung", become clich~st even
misnomers.
My contention is that the play Schweyk im zweiten Weltkrieg
is one of the most important plays that Brecht ever wrote. I believe
that had it not been for the fact that Brecht died before he was able
to produce the play (H was Brecht's way to leave the establishing of
a definitive version of any play until it

vJaS

this would have been clearly established. However, one fact that

1

1

actually put on stage ),

2

cannot be denied is that the figure of Schweyk held in Brecht's heart
a p1ace that was second to none. For example, in hiB Arbeitsjournal
under the entry 18. 8. 38 Brecht calls Ha;ek's nove1 "die einzige
....

groBe vo1kstum1iche erzah1ung der zeit".

2

John Wil1ett, in quoting

an unpub1ished note of Brecht's, i11ustrates this fact even further:
"An unpub1ished note of Brecht's says: 'If anyone asked me to pick
three 1iterary works of this century which in my opinion will become
part of wor1d literature then I wou1d say that one of them was
Ha;ek' ~ Adventures of the Good Soldier Sch""ejk' • ,,3
Ever since Brecht had helped Piscator produce a dramatisation
of Ha~ekls novel, a production which incidentally was, according to
some critics, that year's greatest stage success including even
Brecht's own Dreigroschenoper, Brecht always seemed to be haunted
by the character. In his book Der Dichter und die Ratio Fritz Sternberg recalls what happened shortly after the first night of Piscator's
production:
Brecht kam also zu mir und begann gleich: ~:Ich
habe eine Idee zum Soldaten Schweyk. Ich mochte
in einem Gebäude den Ludendorff darstellen, wie
er vor riesenhaften Landkarten steht. Das Zimmer
muB auBerordentlich hoch sein, so hoch wie sonst
zwei Stockwerke. Und auf diesen Landkarten dirigiert Ludendorff die deutschen Divisionen. Er
dirigiert sie von der Ostfront--damals war Revolution in RuBland--an die ':Jestfront j er dirigiert
sie nach Rumänien; er dirigiert sie nach Italien.
Er hat dj.e innere Fro!ltliniej er hat ein glänzend
funktionierendes Eisenbahnsystem; aber die Divisionen kommen nicht rechtzeitig an. Sie kommen
auch nicht in der von ihm bestimmten Zahl. ~s
funktioniert nicht--und warum funktioniert es
nicht?
Unter dem riesigen Zimmer, in dem Ludendorff
an seinen Karten regiert und die deutschen Di-

3

v1s10nen hin- und herschiebt, befindet sich ein
groBer kellerartiger Raum, der mit Soldaten gef~llt ist; und wenn man n~her hinsieht, ~hneln
sie alle in irgendeiner Form dem Schweyk. Und die
Schweyks werden in Bewegung gesetzt. Sie wehren
sich nicht direkt, aber sie kommen nicht oder
nicht rechtzeitig A.n o Es gibt Zwischenf;;'lle ...
Immer mehr und immer vielseitigere Zwischenfalle,
die' sie hindern; sie brauchen mehr Zeit, sie verschwinden. Es gibt nirgendwo einen a~tiven Widerstand; es gibt nicht einmal im Gesprach eine
0p.position, die direkt gegen den Krieg gerichtet
ware; sie folgen allen Befehlen, sie respektieren
ihre Vorgesetzten, sie setzen sich, wenn sie die
Marschorder bekommen, in Bevlegung. Aber niemals
erreichen sie in der Zeit, die Ludendorff oben an
der Karte bestimmt, ihren Bestimmungsort, und
niemals erreichen sie ihn vollz;;'hlig.,,4
Nothing ever came of what eventually might have been called
"Schweyk im ersten t'lel tkrieg", yet i t is obvious that the subject
never really left Brecht, for according to Petr in 1936 Brecht was
aeain working on the possibility of a Schweyk-play of his o\:mo 5
In July of 1942 Brecht was again thinking of a Schv,eyk drama, this
time incorporating scenes from Kraus' Die letzten 'rage der

~fenschheit:

..

Qnd wie der mochte ich SCH~~YK machen, mit
szenen aus DIE LETZTEN TAGE DER ~~ENSCHHEIT
dazwischengeschnitten, so daB man oben die
herrschenden machte sehen kann und unten den
soldaten, der ihre groBen pl~ne ~berlebt.6
(AJ.l,p.493)
It was not until May of 19 1+3 that anything concrete ever came
of Brecht's plans,7 but it is quite obvious from the'f

0

u r occasions

on which Brecht was keenly interested in Schweyk that the importance
of the play in his development should in no way be underestimated.
The final judgement' on Schweyk im z,we:i.ten Heltkrieg must, of course,
be left to the reader, although I hope that in this study I will be
able to demonstrate in the character analysis of Schweyk the true

4

significance of the play.
As far

88

the discussion of Schweyk is concerned I felt that

the secondary literature which mentions Schweyk and the "Schweykian
philosophy" was so impreciseand left room for such a considerable
margin of error, that what was needed was an in-depth evaluation and
characterisation of· Seh\'Jeyk, followed by a workable definition of
the "Sch\veykian philosophy" as portrayed in SehltJeyk himself. At the
start of my research there was nothing published whieh aided to any
great extent an analysis of the hero of Sehweyk im zweiten '''cl tkrieg
and nothing at all whieh would help informulating any kind of definition. Thus I planned my own. In the meantime an article was published by Herbert Knust

8 which provided what I ~onsidered to be the

first comprehensive evaluation of Schweykc Although I did not agree
with all that Knust stated, especially in the latter part of the
study, I found some of his ideas to be of fundamental importance to
an understanding of Sch\'Jeyk and thus incorporated them in my plan for
this study. But Knust I s analysis in no \olay pre·-empted my own, for
he neglected, though probably through lack of space, to discuss what
I feIt were fundamental areas of the pIay, such as language, whieh
were essential to my argument. In no way did he help me in my search
for a workable definition of the Sch\oleykian eharaeter.
Thus, this study provides a detRileo analysis of the fie;ure
of Schweyk, followed by my own working definition of a "Sch\veyk figure".
\"i th these I hope that a elearer pieture of thc eomplex being of
Schweyk will be established, and tli..at the whole concept of the "Schweyk

5

figure" and the "Schweykian philosophy" will be brought into perspective, so that the play Schweyk im zweiten \veltkrieg will be
regarded as the important piece of literat ure which it so obviously
iso

SCHIt/EYK IM

Z\"'~ITEN

1,iELTKRIEG: AN ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN CHARACTER

Part I

A great deal has been said in the secondary literature on
Brecht about the Schweykian philosophy or attitude, whieh ean be
seen mirrored in the leading eharacters of his other plays, and
whieh, aceording to the crities, is a fundamental eharaeteristie of
the author himself.

l

Martin Esslin, for example, in his book Brecht:

A Choice of Evils says this:
Brechtv not only entered into the ways of thought
of Hasek's immortal eharacter so completely that
twenty years later he could reproduee the authentie accents of the little soldier in his own
play on Schweik in the Seeond \Vorld "'ar; he also
made the Schweikian attitude his mlll. Hany of
the characters in his later plays show features
of this ironie servility: the hired man Matti
in Puntila, the rascally judge Azdak in The
Caucasian Chalk Circle, the great Galilei himself.
And these characters are all, in some way, self
portraits of Brecht. So also is Breeht's most
completely Schweikian character an unmistakable
likeness of his author: Herr Keuner. 2
Apart from the almost dubious fact of calling anybody but Schweyk
himself the "most completely Schweikian character",3 there seems to
me to be one grave mistake whieh Esslin, amongst ot.hers, makes. This
is not to say that he is not correct in his

assl~ption

and char-

acterisation of the Sehweykian philosophy. But he and other notable
critics make the mistake of seeing in Schweyk a certain attitude
whieh is also evident in other works by Brecht and then without
further ada form a whole concept behind Brecht's writings. Now

6

7

it must be obvious to anybody who is at all conversant with Brecht
that his works, and indeed Brecht himself are among the most ambivalent, ambiguous products of the twentieth century, and that with
Brecht nothing can be taken for eranted unless it has been thoroughly
investigated. Herein lies the error that Esslin has made. He does
not seem to have investigated the charRcter of Schweyk to the extent
that he can say with certainty that the Schweyian attitude is part
and parcel of Brecht's later works and of Brecht himself. Indeed,
he makes such fundamental errors with regard to this play, that one
wonders y,hether anything that he says can be taken as the truth
without first verifying it. The two whieh stand out are, firstly,
the spelling of Schweyk, which Esslin spells throughout as "Schweik"
(the v!ay in which Ha~ek spelt it) even to the extent that he misspells the title of the play, and secondly, the assumption that
Ha;ek's Schweik and Brecht's Sch\-leyk are almost synonymous, something which, as Hoffmann and Fuegi have shown, is patently not
true.

4 This is not to say that the conclusions Esslin draws are not,

in part at least, correct, but I feel that there is a very definite
necessity to investigate this matter further, an opinion in which I
am not alone, if we look at the publications that have appeared since
1970, giving the first real characterisations of Schweyk. 5
The tone of t.he early studies on Schweyk was set by Valter
Benjamin when he coined the phrase IIgepriigelte Helden" for characters
in Brecht's work who resembled Schweyk. Since that time, up until
recently, this had always been the dominating force when discussing
Schweyk. Let us now take a look at the conclusions drml!l by such

8

crities as Esslin, Ewen and Petr, and in conjunetion with the text
draw together a kind of "Vorverstandnis" of the character of Schweyk.
Esslin describes the Sch .,reykian attitude in the following
1•

terms: "

. . . a philosophy of self interest based on the eonvietion

that survival • • • is more important than the striking of heroie
attitudes • • • • Many of his [Brecht's] later actions • • • beeome
intelligi ble if seen in the light of • • • the Sch\.,reikian philosophy,
based as it is on the idea that it is often wisest to purehase one's
peaee and quiet by a show of complianee and even cheerful servility
towards even the most absurd authorities.,,6 Among other things,
Esslin names as a quality of this Sehweykian attitude servility, an
eagerness to please and to carry out the letter of any order or
request. Ewen follows the same Bort of course: "The German eritic
Halter Benjamin coined a term for such 'heroes'. He called them
'caned heroes'--'geprügelte Helden'. Candidates for survival, they
are beaten one day, only to live on to another. Like Mother Courage,
Seh1,oleyk reiterates the theme that merely being ali ve and keeping
body and soui together eonstitute heroism enough. If he must achieve
that through a temporary servility, weIl he will be servile."? I
would now like to investigate these remarks with the use of the text,
an action which will, I firn sure, bear out that they are correet at
least to some extent.
The first thing whieh I would like to point out is that there
is a radieal differenee in Seh N'eyk' s behaviour and language between
1

his dealings with his own friends and the "stammg~ste" at his loeal
"Zum Kelch", and his dealings with the authorities. Indeed, I intend

9

to show here that within Schweyk's dealings with the authorities
there are various "Haltungen" depending on the situation in which
Schweyk finds himself. \1hen speaking to his friends

01'

to people of

his own standing Schweyk has his own peculiar way of speaking:
Das is, wie ein verliebtel' Mensch sein soll. In
Pilsen hat sich ein junger Nensch f~r eine vIi twe,
wo sogar schon nicht mehr ganz jung via l' , am
Scheunenbalken Rufgehängt, weil si~ im Gespräch
hat fallen lassen, er tut nichts fur sie, und
im "Bären" hat einer sich am Abort die Pulsader
aufgeschnitten, . .!eil die Kellnerin einem andern
Gast besser .. eingeschenkt hat, ein Familienxater.
Paar Tag spatel' haben sich von der Karlsbrucken
zwei in die Moldau gest~rzt wegen einer Person,
aber da "/ars wegn ihren Geldj sie war, her ich,
vermö gend .8
We see from this that Schweyk talks in stories. He is, as Ewen
quite rightly points out, "the embodiment of folk wisdom lt • 9 For
although Schweyk has a clear grasp of historical facts, a point to
which I shall return later, he is much more a person who knows
people, and knows them welle He listens to stories, tales and gossipj
this is how his experience of life is gleaned, and then he uses these
anecdotes to explain his point of view ,,!henever he sees some peculiar
association between the subject under discussion and his particular
story. Indeed, as we see throughout the play, among people of his
own standing the

~'ässociated

anecdote" is Schweyk' s main conversational

'
10
d eVlce.

Schweyk's anecdotes gain thcre humour from the fact that they
are only partially relevant, if that, to the matter at hand.

~his

is

.exactly what is illustrated in Schweyk's first speech. The only thing
that has to be pointed out here is that there is a member of authority

10

present at the time, but the fact that he iso "ein

betrunken~r

SS-Hannn

(st.lO,p.9) and thus not rea11y able to do much 8bout Sch\oleyk's almost
inane utterances, means that Schweyk does not really regard hiMself
as being in danger. The conversation has been brought around to the
attempted "Attentat auf den Adolf". Schweyk replief3: "Has fi.ir ein
Adolf is es denn? Ich kenn zwei Adolfe". (st.lO,p.9). Thus the
mention of the name Adolf allows

~ch\"eyk

to proceed to tell us all

about the Adolfs he knows--with the exception of the one in question-followed by everything he knows about each of the Adolfs. Here,
speaking to a man \"ho represents authority at its most cruel,

WB

can

detect an almost insolent irony. lrve see from later on in the scene

that Schweyk does know of Adolf Hitler, and yet he deliberately
avoids mentioning the Adolf about whom they are talking. This is, of
course, one fundamental element of the Schweykian character 'when
confronted by authority. lilien he believes that he can get away with

it, Sehweyk, by talking ad

absurdt~

about subjeets whieh have only

partial or even no relevance to the topie at hand, disrupts and makes
positive nonsense of the aetual by exploring it in terms of his own
purely personal range of experience.
Yet there is more to it than just that; the very fact that in
comparing the two Adolfs he personally kno\'ls, he also associates
Adolf Hi tIer \d th tlder was den Hundedreck sammelt", aremark which
would certainly get Sehweyk into deep trouble were there anybody from
the authorities present who was in astate of mind to recognise the
association, displays one basic part of his make-up; namely that he
is the possessor of an insatiable appetite for talking.
\

ll

'1'his idea
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is backed up by Brecht's stage direction for" Schweyk's first speech:
l1freundlich vom Nebentisch". We can see from this that the conversation
is not rlirected at Schweyk at all, and yet as so on as our hero hears
something, to which he feels he has sornething relevant to say: "er
mischt sich ein,",12 --something which he does frequently during the
course of the

play~

Schweyk's appetite for talking is, in fact, as likely to get
him into trouble as Baloun's "FreBsucht" is to get Baloun into the
Nazi army. Indeed, we could take Schweyk's own description of Baloun:
''Essen is bei ihm ein Laster", (st .lO,p.13), and substitute "Quatschen!'
and it could just as easily apply to Schweyk. His incessant babble
is always likely to get him into trouble. Für example, even at this
point Schweyk cannot be eertain that the SS-Mann is

sO

drunk that he

will not arrest him at the very least for remarks liable to undermine
the morale of the Nazi Reich, because at this stage the SS-Hann is
still talking relati vely eoherently. So Sch\'/eyk may be, as Frau
Kopecka reeognises when she gives the SS-Mann the drink that she had
previously refused him, in eonsiderable danger. Yet Sehweyk, either
oblivious to this fact or possessing great insight into human
behaviour, plods on with his highly questionable remarks as far as
treason is concerhed:
Wenns der Hitler war, auf den sie ein Attentat
gemacht haben, das w~r gelungen.
(St.lO,p.lOf.)
This type of remark is utterly typieal of Schweyk beeause it is
highly ambiguous as weIl as being total1y useless. First of all

12

Sch\·/eyk knows, even though he pretends not to knot,or, that it was Eitler
whom they tried to assassinate, and secondly, he knows that, although
it was HitleI' whom they tried to kill, he escaped with his life, for
as the SS-Hann says: "Er ist beinah draufgegangen, um ein Haar".
(st.lO,p.9). Yet as Thomas Brandt points out in his book Die Vieldeutigkeit Bertolt Brechts the sentence exudes more than just one
meaning: "1.1enn Schweyk sagt: '1'fenns der Hitler war, auf den sie ein
Attentat gemacht haben, das w~r gelungen' (st X, lof.), so heiBt
das prima facie 'das w~re sonderbar'. 'Gelungen' hat aber eine
posi ti ve Bedeutung, also ware es 'erfreulich sonderbar'. \rlei ters
1~

kommt es einen Ausruf nah: 'Nein, so etwas!' oder 'Allerhand!'''.-'''-

Thus even apart from the meaning of "gelungen" as the past participle
of the verb "gelingen", there are various ways in which this sentence
can be understood. Herein lies one of Schweyk's most characteristic
qualities. He uses ambiguity to his own benefit. 1','hile saying something which could be interpreted as insulting to Hitler, he always
leaves an exit open for himself, ever mindful of the fact that any
form of authority could cause him difficulties, even if it is only a
drunken

SS-~-1ann.

For Schweyk there is ahmys securi ty in ambi valence.

Schweyk continues in exactly the same manner, mixing his
eternal thirst for talking with his dexterity at ambiguity, saying
highly treasonable things in a manner as innocent as one could
imagine: "'".fenns geschehn is •• • H (St.lO,p.ll). Here Schweyk starts
out with another example of what seems to be an unnecessary sentence,
since he knows very weIl that it did happen, and that it was unsuccessful. Eut what seems useless is not, for by the use of it Schweyk

13

is able to graduate to the policies of the Nazi regime: "ldo viel is,
herrscht keine Ordnung". (St.lO,p.ll). What in effect Sch\o,eyk is
saying here is that the more "Ordnung" there is, the less supplies,
such as food, are available for the people, and a,s Schweyk himself
says: "

. . . und ich hab sagen hern,

..

der Hitler hat eine groBere

Ordnung gebracht, als man für menschenm~glich gehalten hat". (St.lO,p.ll)
In other words Schweyk is saying that Hitler ha-s controlover all
supplies, including food, so that he can compel the "Volk", whose
existence depends on these supplies, and who otherwise might be
against him, to follO\.,r him, even force them to join the Nazi army, as
Baloun is prepared to

do~

in order that they might benefit from

Hitler's "Ordnung", which has merely directed the supplies away from
the people to the authorities.
Schweyk's remarks on the transport situation in Italy express
the same feeling:
, In Italien, wie der Mussolini gekommen is, ham
sich die Züg nicht mehr versp~tet. (St.lO,p,ll).
Sch\o,eyk is, of course, again being utterly ambiguous. Although the
way in which the remark is made implies that Schweyk thinks that this
is a turn for the better, what indeed he is saying is that the trains
are no longer running late because there are none, or at least very
few. Moreover, the "Ordnung" involved in disposing of the trains is,
according to Sch\o,eyk, the reason why "sieben bis acht Attentate auf
ihn verübt worden [sind]". (St.lO,p.ll). In between these two highly
dangerous excurses on the state of the faschist regimes Schweyk very
carefully inserts a little story about himself and his business cf

14

selling dogse This little story, a1though H. imp1ies exactly the same
criticism of the faschists as the ones on either side of it, does,
because of its personal re1evance to Schweyk, to some extent at
least minimise the effect of his remarks on "Ordnung" within faschist
societies.
Such is the basis of Sch""f'yk' s attitude to the SS-Mann, whom
he sees as presenting very 1itt1e danger to the status qua in the
"Kelch". His attitude is almost that of carrying on in exact1y the
sRme way as he wou1d had the SS-Mann not been there. Thus, even though
most of Schltleyk's remarks are directed at the SS-Mann, Schweyk in
effect talks through hirn; and we can detect a 1arge amount cf scorn,
derision, and sarcasm, and even defiance in his speech and actions.
For examp1e, just after Schweyk has compared Hit1er with the two
Ado1fs, the fo11owing exchange takes place:
SS-Mann erhebt sich und salutiert: Heil Hit1er!
Schweyk erhebt sich ehenfalls und sR1utiert:
Heil Hit1er!
(St.10,p.lO)
Here we can see that Schweyk's action is pure and utter mockery.
Indeed, this is so obvious that even the drunken SS-Mann is aware
that something isamiss, and his demeanour changes drastical1y:
SS-Mann drohend: PaBts Ihnen etwa nicht?
Schweyk: Zu Befehl, Herr SS, es paBt mir gut.
(St.10,p.lO)
Schweyk, finding himse1f on the defensive, immediate1y loses the
impudent irony of his first speech and the mocking scorn of his
"Heil Hit1er", and he becomes utter1y passive, servile and submissive,
and instead of giving one of his patented comic responses, he answers

15

the SS-Hann directly and deliberately, using· the exact words the
latter used in his question. To be sure, it is at this point that
Frau Kopecka brings the SS-Mann the beer she had refused hirn previously, thus helping Schweyk out of his perilous situation.
This servile attitude is assumed by Schweyk again and again
during the play, especially with the representatives of higher
authority, when he finds hirnself on the defensive. This fact becornes
very obvious as Schweyk stumbles through a progression of brushes
with authority within the first two scenes. Hav:i.ng encountered the
SS-Mann, the lolt,est of the low as it were, Schweyk is faced with the
Gestapoagent Brettschneider followed finally by the highest of the
three, Bullinger, the "Scharfuhrer der SS". During the course of this
progression we will notice that Schweyk's attitude \<Till change, and
the impudent, mocking, sarcastic Schweyk that we saw in the conversation
with the drunken

SS-~ann

will gradually disappear, and the servile

attitude he assumed when threatened will becorne all the more evident.
It is exactly this servility to which certain critics refer when they

..

characterise hirn in the following ways: "Er spricht sich fur das
In-den-Arsch-Kriechen aus ll j14 and "The Unheroic Hero".15
By the time Schweyk and his cronies have finished with the
SS-Mann he is dead to the world, utterly drunk. Moreover with the
singing of "Und was bekam des Soldaten "leib" the regulars at the Kelch
gain a symbolic victory over the SS-Hann, since i t is immediately
before the singing of the last verse of the song that he becomes dead
to the \<lOrld. Schltleyk, as if trying to prove that his symbolic
victory is indeed areal victory, bellows into the SS-Hann's ear:

16

"Hoch Beneschl" (St.10,p.2?), the cry of the Czeehoslavakian anti-faschist movement, named after the Czech political leader, who was the
symbol of Czech resistance against the Nazis from his government in
exile in London. When the SS-Mann does not move Sehweyk is about to
revel in the atmosphere of freedom that has been established with the
unconseiousness of the SS-Mann when the Gestapoagent Brettschneider
arrives and catches the end 01 Schweyk's remark about fear, and
immediately Schweyk finds hirnself on the defensive. Yet his attitude
does not seem to be affected mueh and his

ans~er

to Brettsehneider's

question about who is afraid is very definite. As usual SChltleyk, when
faeed with a difficult question that is liable to get hirn into trouble
says nothing but the truth. Yet this truth is often phrased in such a
way that it sounds absurd. Sehweyk's contention that the I!SS-M~nnerl!
are afraid, that the force of which all men must be aware, should
themselves be scared, is almost ludicrous. Yet the way in which
Schweyk says it--"bestimmt"

(St.lO,p.22)-~lends

it an element of truth.

Schweyk's attitude towards Brettschneider is, at the beginning,
not dissimilar to his attitude towards the drunken SS-Hann:
Brettschneider seine Zeitung entfaltend: Das
ist eine Extraausgabe. Auf den Fuhrer ist ein
Bombenattentat verübt worden in einem Hünehener
Braukeller. Vlas sagen Sie dazu?

..

Schweyk: Hat er lang leidn missn?

(St.10,p.23)

In Schweyk's tone we ean denote a derisory irony. Schweyk is playing
with the Gestapoagent. He knows that Hitler eseaped injury from his
discussion with the SS-Mann, and yet he replies to Brettschneider's
question, whieh is designed to try "and force Sehweyk into making a
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treasonable remark, in a way which will certainly prolong the conversation. Indeed, it seems that Schweyk wants to keep the conversation
alive at all costs, for to Brettschneider's next remark about the
attempted assassination, Schweyk, in keeping with his character,
plunges off into one of his associated anecdotes. Instead of talking
about the effect of the attack on Hitler, he talks about the bomb, snd
i.n such a way that he is bound to evoke an anS1,o/er of some sort:
Sch1,o/eyk: Hahrscheinlich eine billige. Heut
stellens alles in der lv:assenproduktion her,
und dann wundern sie sich, wenn es keine
Qualit~t ist • • • • Aber daB sie f~r eine
solche Gelegenheit keine bessere ~omb wählen,
is eine NaChlässigkeit von ihrer Seit.
(C!+
1n
' \ u v • ...L......"

p ?7;)
.'-/

v!hat Schweyk says here is, of course, highly dangerous, sinee it
eould very easily be interpreted in such a way that it seemed Schweyk
wanted Hitler dead. This speech reminds us of Schweyk's first speech
of the play, when he talks about the two Adolfs without mentioning the
one who was the topic of the conversation. However the reaction of
Brettschrieider to the remark is somewhat different. Instead of letting
Schweyk drift on into one of his fareical aneedotes, which in any case
would probably have little or no relevance to either bombs or Hitler,
Brettschneider, who has returned to the Kelch for the sole purpose
of attempting to make an arrest, sees that he has his fish almost
hooked, and he interrupts him. It appears at first that Schweyk has
misjudged his adversary and that he is now going to pay the penalty
for his never-ending babble. Brettschneider, however, in his haste
to hook the fish, spoils his whole plan by providing Schweyk with an
exit:
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Brettschneider unterbricht ihn: Das nennen Sie
eine Nachl~ssigkeit, wenn der F~hrer beinah.
seinen Tod findet?
(st.10.p.~3)
Schweyk, slippery as an eel, completely outmanceuvres him. By his
careful picking on the word "beinah" Schweyk,

ev~n

though he is

speaking irrelevant inanities, someho\·! seems to convince Brettschneider
that, at this moment anyway, he has no possibility of an arrest:
Schwevk: So ein Wort wie "beinah" is oft eine
T~uschung t • .Herr Bret tschneider. • • • Auf
"beinah" konnens nicht rechne
(st .lO,p.23f.)
This, of course, is absurd, since the reason that Schweyk is liable
to get arrested is that he called the failure to kill Hitler negligent.
But Brettschneider does not seem to notice this, nor the fact that
Schweyk is almost c1aring him to try again. Now we see the reason why
Sch1t/eyk does not don his servile attitude. He feels that, at this
point ät least, he has little need to fear, for Brettschneider quite
obviously does not possess one ounce of intelligence, and Schweyk
believes that he is able to outsmart him at every turn. Frau Kopecka
is, on the other hand, not of the same opinion. She, in keeping . .,ith
her name,

16 is worried about the continuing operation of her business,

and knowing Brettschneider from previous visits, during which he has
managed to arrest a patron of the Kelch, she tries in vain to prevent
Schweyk from his seemingly insane course. But Schweyk is not to be
subdued. His appetite is not yet sated, and he feels the need to
qualify one of Brettschneider's accusations:
Brettschneider: Ich hab das Gef~hl, Sie hätten
es nicht f~r einen groBen Verlust f~r das
Protektorat gehalten, wenn der F~hrer jetzt tot
ware.
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Schweyk: "Sin V~rlust war es, das laBt sich nicht
Ein furchterlicher auBerdem. Der Hitler
laBt sich nicht durch jeden beliebigen Trottel
ersetzen.
(St.10,p.24)

l~ugnen.

Brettschneider' s accusation is, of course, highly leading, yet Sch\veyk
plunges straight in. However this time his answer seems to be a little
guarded, and he agrees that it would be a loss. If, however, we look
at the second half of the remark, we will see that, what at first
seems to be a compliment, turns out to contain the ambivalence so

..

typical of SCh1tleyk. "Der Hitler laBt sich nicht durch jeden beliepigen
T r o t t e l ersetzen" implies that Hitler cannot be replaced by
just anybody, since he is such a great leader, and leaders as great
as he is are few and far between. But if we let the emphasis fall on
the "jeden", we see that the sentence implies that Hitler cannot be
replaced by a n y

o 1 d

"Trottel", but only by a superior

"Trottel", a "Trottel" who rneasures up to Hitler hirnself. Brettschneider is, however, slow to react. His demeanour is now hopeful, but
it seems that this attitude has been awakened not by Schweyk's remarks
about Hitler being a "Trottel", but by Schweyk not being surprised
"daB er [Hitler] angegriffen wird". (St.lO,p.24). So at the point when
the game could have been won, Brettschneider fails to make the correct
move. Thus the Gestapoagent asks Sch1tJeyk to explain himself, and
SCh1tleyk, as ahlaYs when it is possible, spells out the truth. His
remarks here are extremely important, since they portray the attitude
and philosophy of the "kleinen Mann":
Die groBen M~nner sind immer schlecht angeschrieben beim gew;hnlichen Volk • • • 'va rum ,
es versteht sie nicht und h~lt alles für
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überflüssig, sogar das Heldentum. Der kleine
Mann scheißt sich was auf eine große Zeit. Er
. .,ill ein bissel ins \Virtshaus gehn und Gulasch
auf rtie Nacht.
(St.lO,p.?5)
The philosophy of the "kleinen Mann" is simple.

~e

does not want to

fight, or to be a hero; all he wants to do is to live, to survive
these cruel times, so that he \.,ri1l be able to sit in the pub at night,
ha ve plenty to ea t, and enjoy himse1 f. As a "kleiner

?>~ann 11

this too

is Schweyk's ambition, and he will do it any way he ean. However,
what Sehweyk fails to mention is that at present these means to
happiness are not available. For Hitler has produced "eine Ordnung",
in which there is no food to be had, and thus the means to survival
for the "kleinen Hann" have been severed o Therefore the "kleine rfl,ann"
is forced to adopt other attitudes to obtain what he wants. 17
Gradual1y, Brettschneider finds his feet, and he begine to
manceuvre Schweyk to whe.re he wants him. He interprets Schweyk' s
remarks as ealling Hi tIer' s war not a defensive one but an "Eroberungskrieg", and from this point on Schweyk is on the defensive. This time
however the Gestapoagent does not provide Schweyk with a way out:
Und Sie behaupten also, daB der Führer die 1·velt
erobern will? Und er muB nicht nur Deutschland
gegen seine jüdischen Feinde und die Plutokratie
verteidigen?
(St.10,p.27)
Schweyk realises that he is in a hole and in his almost mocking tone
he tries to wriggle out by making what he said seem something quite
ordinary:
Sie mllssens nicht so nehmen, er denkt sich nichts
Schlechtes dabei. Die I,Jel t erobern, das is für
ihn ganz was ßew~hnliches wie für Sie Biertrinken. • •
(St.10,p.?7)
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But even his pro-Hitler 1'1.1ehe den perfiden Briten, mehr sag ich euch
nicht" (St.10,p.27) fails to extricate hirn from this position. Even
his change of attitude from the defianee of "auf 'beinah' k~nnens
nicht rechn" to this more subdued, friendly position has failed.
Schweyk has indeed appeared to have underestimated his adversary.
. lR
Th ere have b een some crl. t leB

Wh 0

have lmp
. l'le d th
- a t Sc hweyk

deliberately sets out to get himself arrested, and certainly Brecht
wants Schweyk to get arrested so that the play may continuej but I
believe that these critics are slightly off the track here, and that
Schweyk's change of attitude änd the "mehr sag ich euch nicht", which
implies that Schweyk feels that any more could get him into really
deep trouble, refute this point of view to some extent at least.
From this time on Sch':leyk's attitude toward the higher echelons
of authority ehanges radically. He assurnes when he has to a cloak of
complete servility both in his actions and in his language. From this
point Schweyk's main purpose is survival, to try and find his way out
of the "Petschekbank" other than in a wo oden box, so that later he
will be able to enjoy his life in the Kelch with his friends. And
indeed, as Baloun points out, survival of the atrocities perpetrated
within the "Petschekbank" is by no meaus a certainty:
Baloun: Den erschieBens jetzt vielleicht.
(St.lO,p.28)
Thus Schw.eyk' s behaviour towards even the idiotie Brettschneider
changes:
Ich bitt Uffi .. Entschuldigung, daB ich voraus
durch die Tur tret~ damit Sie mich im Aug haben
und gut bewachen konnen.
(St.10,p.27f.)
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Even though we may note a friendly smile on Schweyk's face and a touch
of irony as he says this, the important thing is that, to all intents
and purposes, he is polite and subservient, at least as far as Brettschneider can see he iso Here I feel that I must ·stress on ce again
that Schweyl<: is only servile when he has to be, above all before
authori ties who represent a danger to his survi val. HO\vever, even
then his servility is assumed only to the extent that Schweyk thinks
it is necessary to survive. The fact that Schweyk succeeds in surviving as long as he does, and there is nothing to suppose that he
will not be able to keep his date with Voj ta "im '!':elch', um sech se ,
nachm Krieg" (St.10,p.105), shows that Schweyk's knowledge of human
nature is great incleed, and that his evaluation of the situation in
which he finds himself is mostly perfect.
Scharfuhrer Bullinger represents the Nazis at tr.eir most cruel,
and as such he represents to Schweyk the greatest danger of death. At
first Sch'l,eyk does not know just what to expect, but kno\'!s, as P..aloun
pointed out in the previous scene, that he is now fighting for his
life. He knows that Bullinger, on the pretext of a whim, can dispose
of him at a moment's notice, and so Schweyk follows his own philosophy,
which he later explains to the "dicken Frau" after he has managed to
survive the situation:
Die dicke Frau: Sind Sie der, den Sie gestern
weggefuhrt haben von hier?
Schweyk stolz: Derselbe. In solchen ~eiten muB
man sich unter\verfen e Es is Übungssache. Ich
hab ihm die Hand geleckt. Fr~her hat man mit
Gefangenen das gemacht, da3 man ihnen Salz aufs
Gesicht gestreut hat. Sie sind gebunden gewesen,
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und man hat groBe l;lolfshund auf sie gelassen,
die ihnen die ganzen Gesichter weggeleckt haben,
her ich. Heut 1.s man nicht mehr so grausam,
auBer wenn man w~itend wird.
(st~lo,p.43)
The kernel of Schweyk's philosophy of survival is contained in this
last sentence,

~nd

explains all Schweyk's actions with relation to

the SS-Mann, Frettschneider and now Bullinger. He maintains that it
is possible to do or say almost anything to the authorities, however
defiant or ironie it may be, providing that it does not make them
angry.
However, Bullinger constitutes a greater problem than either
of the first two, and as Schweyk points out " the only l1/ay to survive
in the face of such an irrational person is to be servile,-.to be nd as
low as possible. Later in the play Schweyk is reprimanded by the
"Kurzsichtigen":
Man muE ihnen nicht noch in den Arsch kriechen.
CSt.10,p.98)
\fuat the frKurzsichtige fr does not realise is that it is exactly this
frIn-den-Arsch-Kriechen" which has enabled Schweyk, and will enable him
in the future, to survive under the irrationalities of an oppressive
faschist regime. Schweyk, true to his philosophy, acts and speaks in
exactly this manner to Bullinger, until the time that he has evaluated
his opponent and knows just how far he can go without succumbing.
Bull inger asks:
ScheiBt du dick oder scheiBt du dünn?
(St.lO,p.29)
to which Schweyk, being as submissive as he possibly can, replies:
~elde

gehorsamst, Herr Scharfuhrer t ich scheiB,
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wie Sies wunschen.

(St.10,p.29)

This "Tonfall", as Brecht liked to call it, is typical not
only of Schweyk, but, as Brecht himself notes in his Arbeitsjournal 19
is also to be found in significant proportions in some of his other
plays, and used, among others, by !-'futter Courage and Hatti. Hans
Mayer in his book Bertolt Brecht und die Tradition characterised this
type of servile language as "Sklavensprache,,20'and since that time this
"Tonfall" has been called just that. I shall be returning to the
characteristics and use of "Sklavensprache" later, since I believe
that within it there is contained one of the most

funda~ental

elements

cf the wIlole Schweykian attitude. Let it suffice at this present time

to point out that Schweyk's "Sklavensprache" is his way of trying to
guarantee his survival in the face cf Bullinger and "lhat he represents.
The "Melde gehorsamst" is, of course, the basis of the submissive servility, which is transmitted by the "Sklavensprache" and
Schweyk I s outward appearance. T.vi th this the addressee j.-s at once
placed on a pedestal and Schweyk's inferiority and subordination are
displayed beyond doubt:
Bu1linger: Schiffst du gelb oder schiffst du
grun?
Sch1t,eyk fre~ndlich: Helde gehorsamst, ich schiffe
gelblich-grun, Herr Scharfuhrer.
(st.lo,p.87)
Both this situation and the one almost the same as it (St.10,p.29)
carry the utmost danger for Schweyk, and so on both of these occasions
Schweyk feels that he has got no recourse except to his "In-den-Arsch-Krieehen". He becomes so servile that Bullinger is flattered by his own
authority, and on both occasions Schweyk manages to escape unscathed •

.I
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On a few occasions, however, usually after Schweyk has measured his
opponent, his

"l'~elde

gehorsamst" is used for other purposes , namely

merely to create the impression of utter servility, while speaking in
a manner that would not otherwise be tolerated:
Schweyk da Baloun keine Antwort v'eiB: Ivfelde
gehorsamst, Herr Scharfuhrer, daB der dumme
Mensch unschuldig sein muE, weil er nicht hineingeschaut hätt, wenns ihm gehern wird, dann
mecht er \'lissen, was drin iso Cst.lo,p.R4)
Here Schweyk is again speaking to Bu11inger and yet his tone is
frivolaus, if not downright impudent. And yet the "Melde gehorsamst"
has created such an impression on the Scha:r-fiihrer that he does not
realise this fact. Bul1ineer has come to take Schvleyk I s ::Sklavensprache li
so much for granted, that he fai1s to notice when it is just a

fa~ade.

However, in general Schweyk's behaviour towards Bul1inger conforms with his philosophy of "sich unterwerfen", and it seems to be
successfu1, for Sch\-leyk e1icits from Bu11inger an "Antwort korrekt"
(St.10,p.29) for hisanswer to Bu11inger's first question, and Schweyk,
having negotiated the first, and what is for hirn the most critica1
test, (a wrong answer wou1d have meant a. severe beating at the very
least), is no\'1 on the right tra.ck. For once he knows what kind of
attitude to adopt with a person, his knowledge of human persona.1ity
will give hirn a good chance of surviva1. Neverthe1ess, Schweyk is not
safe yet. Even though he has passed the first test, he still has to
face the charges that Brettschneider has brought against hirn:
Bu11inger: • • • '''as hast du dazu zu sagen?
Schweyk: Es is viel. Allzuviel is ungesund.
(St.10,p.29)
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Schvleyk continues with his "Sklavensprache" and his servile attitude,

He has learnt from experience that when in conflict with the authorities, that it is always best to tell the truth. Schweyk, however,
often takes the truth so far that it becomes absurd:
Bullinger: So. Und du gestehst alles zu, was
hier über deine ÄuBerungen steht? Auf Brettschneiders Rapport zeigend.
Schweyk: Henn Sie wünschen, Euer Hochwohlgeboren,
daB ich gesteh, so gesteh ich, mir kanns nicht
schaden. \venn Sie aber sagen: "Schweyk, gestehen
Sie nichts ein'" wer ich mich herausdrehn, bis
man mich in Stücke reiBt.
(St.lO,p.30f.)
Despite the .fact that Schweyk again takes his "I will do whatever you
want me to" stance, which has previously succeeded, Bullinger is
obviously more observant that Brettschneider had been, and he realises
immediately th:ü this time Schiveyk is being rather "frech" with his
seemingly servile, but in effect utterly ironic "Euer Hochwohlgeboren".
Thus he calls for Schvleyk to be taken away and his attitude implies
that it will not be for the good of Schweyk's health:
Bullinger brüllt: Halt das Maul! Abführenl
(St.10,p.31)
Schweyk immediately recognises the fact that he is in serious trouble
and sees the need for playing his trump-card:
Schweyk als Brettschneider ihn bis zur Tür
geführt hat, die rechte Hand ausstreckend, laut:
Lang lebe unser Fuhrer Adolf Hitler. Diesen
Krieg gewinnen wir!
(St.lO,p.31)
I contend that Schweyk has realised all along that if he can get the
topie of eonversation around to his flinsanity", then this is his best
chance of successful survi val. So at this opportune jlIDcture Schweyk
uses his tr~~p-card. In this respect also his understanding of human
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nature and his mental awareness of things happening around him have
stood him in good stead. At the very beginning of the scene Bullinger
characterised the Kelch as a "nettes Nest subversiver Gestalten H
(St.10,p.28), aremark which Brettschneider is at pains to contradict most emphatically:
Brettschneider eilig: Keineswegs, Herr Scharf~hrer. Die \1irtin Kopecka ist eine sehr
ordentliche Frau, die sich nicht mit Politik
abgibt • • •
(St.10,p.28)
Schweyk, of course, knows the fact that Brettschneider is infatuated
with Frau Kopecka--IfFrau Kopecka, Sie schaun heut wieder aus wie ein
Haigl~ckerl" (St.10,p.22)--but I am convinced that he realises that

the Gestapoagent's defence of Frau Kopecka and her public house is
more than really the protection of somebody he loves. Schweyk can
feel something, he, in some way or another, thinks that he Gan detect
a small rift, a tiny chasm that divides the two Nazis, and by means of
his "insanity'-' he hopes to exploit it. At any rate his plans start off
on the right track:
Bullinger konsterniert: Bist du blod?
(st .10, p. 31)
Bullinger is shocked because he cannot conceive of a man, arrested for
allegedly talking treasonably about the Third Reich, saluting its
leader. 1\rtlen Schweyk answers his question in the affirmative and

..

explains that he was "amtlich von einer arztlichen Kommission fur
einen Idioten erkl;;rt" (St.10,p.3l), Bullinger's reaction is, just as
Schweyk had predicted in his mind, to castigate Brettschneider, thus
changing the field of battle and making Schweyk merely an interested
bystander, instead of a highly out-gunned adversary:

Rullinger: Brettschneider! Haben Sie nicht gemerkt, daB der }1ann bl~d ist? (St.10,p.31)
Brettschneider, realising his mistake, can do nothing except look
"gekr~nkttl. The "Zwietracht tl of which Schweyk had previously recognised

just a hint, is no\'! shown tobe a gaping schism, based on jealousy and
even hatred, and Schweyk's plan is indeed paying off:
Bullinger: Brettschneider, nach meiner Ansicht
sind Sie ein ScheiBer.
Brettschneider: Herr Scharführer, das muB ich mir
von Ihnen nicht sagen lassen.
(St.lO,p.32)
The quarrel continues with Schweyk merely standing back listening,
until he is called upon by Bullinger to act as a sort of judge. But
Schweyk realises the danger of taking one side

01'

the other. If he

takes Bullinger's side now then Brettschneider will get him later, and
if he rules in favour of Brettschneider, then the likelihood is, that
he will never get out of the place alive. So of course he is very
careful:
Schweyk: Melde gehorsamst, daB ich mich nicht
einmischen- mecht zwischen die beiden Herrn,
daB ic!~ aber versteh, was Sie meinen, .. Herr
Scharfuhrer. Es is aber schmerzlich fur den
Herrn Brettschneider, indem er ein so guter
Spürhund is und es sich sozusagen nicht
verdient hat.
(St.lO,p.33)
Schweyk's first move is to create the atmosphere of servility with his
"Eelde gehorsamst" and to declare his impartiality, stating that he
does not want to enter into the argument. By doine; so he clears a path
free of any retribution \.;hen in fact he does just that. "Schweyk will
sich nicht einmischen, und mischt sich doch ein; er gibt keinem und
beiden Recht; er erhöht die Spannung zwischen beiden •• _,,21 Schwcyk
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quite obviously benefits from the quarrel and he is weIl aware of this
fact. As he says later:
Schweyk: • • • Sie h~ttn mich erschieBen k;~nen,
aber die Gestapo hat mich als Zeugn gegen die SS
gebraucht. Ich hab von der Zwietracht der GroBen
profitiert.
(St.10,p.95)
Even though Bullinger is not too happy that Schweyk did not back him
up, Schweyk is still almost home at this point, since Bullinger is still
enraged at the fact that Brettschneider has brought him an idiot, and
has thus wasted his time:
Bullinger: • • • 'Nerfen Sie den Idioten da hinaus
und bringen Sie mir e i n mal was Besseres.
(st.10,p.33)
Schweyk now feels that it is time to try his second trump-card. During
the time that he has been stealing dogs and falsifying their pedigrees,
Schweyk has experienced that most people of high standing cannot resist
the opportunity of possessing a pedigree dog, at least he has made his
living this way, and so Schweyk plans to try it with Bullinger:
Schweyk schreitet auf ihn zu und k~Bt ih~ die
Hand: Vergelts Gott tausendmal, wenn Sie mal ein
H~nterl brauchen sollten, 1flenden Si~ sich gefalligst an mich. Ich hab ein Geschaft mit Hunden.
(st.10,p.33)
SCh\ofeyk obviously realises that Bullinger could interpret this action
as abribe, and so he prepares the way for his action by being as
submissive as possible. Not only does he use his most polite "Sklavensprache", but he also kisses his hand as one would a king's, thus
making Bullinger more important than he really iso Schweyk's action is,
of course, a little dangeraus, but he feels that he must try and gain
his freedom, since to do nothing would mean his rotting away in the
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"Kazett". Even if it did not, then Schweyk, in all probability, would
still not be able to resist the chance of making Bullinger indebted to
him, dependent on him in some way. Anyway, at this point Schweyk feels
that he has the measure of the man.
At first Bullinger does not react to the offer, but then, as if
realising the opportunity that lies before hirn, his reaction is just
as Schweyk had hoped for:
Bullinger: .. Kazett. Als Brettschneider Schweyk
wieder abfuhren will: Halt! Lassen Sie mich mit
dem Mann allein.
(St.10,p.33)
Schweyk now feels more or less at horne, even du ring the

t~me

when

Bullinger is meting out punishment to the Bankier Kruscha, a fate
which could just as easily befall Schweyk himself. Faced with a man
"der ihn freundlich anlächelt" (St.IO,p.34), Bullinger half threate~s
hirn, yet it is as if Schweyk were back in the Kelch, for he dares
inte~rupt the Scharführer and then proceeds to detail facts about the

dog, on vlhich Bullinger has got his eye, facts which are: quite blatantlya parody of Hitler's racial policies:
Die nicht reinrassigen sind klüger, aber die
reinrassigen sind feiner und werden lieber
gestohln. Sie sind meistens so dumm, daB sie
zwei bis drei Dienstboten brauchen, die ihnen
sagen, wenn sie sche~Ben müssen, und daB sie
das fvlaul aufmachen mus sen zum fre ssen. EI? is
wie bei die feinen Leute.
(St.IO,p.34 f.)
Not only' do we notice that Schweyk dares to say such blatantly treasonable remarks in front of a man of authority, but also that he is
now speaking in a completely different manner. His "Sklavensprache"
has, to all intents and purposes, now elisappeared, anel we again
observe his old anecdotal patter. Voreover, Schweyk even dares to
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tell him outright that it is not possible för hirn to have the dog:
Schweyk: Sie kennen ihn nicht haben, der
Vojta verkauft ihn nicht.
(St.lO,p.35)
However, he then feels that to contradict Rullinger sO openly could· be
amistake and S9 he tries to rectify the matter by offering another
dog as a pacificatory gift. \Vhen Bullinger appears to be mad and reaffirms his intention, Schweyk's reaction is to find excuses why this
is impossible, and it seems that the only hope of obtaining the dog
lies in the fact that Vojta, a collaborator and Quisling, and otherwise a perfect Jew-hating Arian, has a beard which is a "bissel zerfranzt". (St.lO,p.35). Even so Schweyk sees ·little hope of getting the
doge Bullinger immediately threatens Schweyk by pulling a revolver out
of a drmver and beginning to clean it, thus intimating that unless
Schweyk proeures the Spitz for hirn, he is of very little usa. Schweyk
at onee sens es the dangerous predieament in which he finds hirnself:
Bullinger ~inen Revolver aus der Schublade ziehend
und ihn anzuglich reinigend: Ich seh, du v,illst
mir den Spitz nicht verschaffen, du Saboteur.
Sehweyk: HeIde gehorsamst, daB ich Ihnen den Hund
verschaffen will.
(st.10,p.36)
Schweyk's language and behaviour change at once. We again observe his
pure and utter servility. Indeed the manner in which he answers the

..

Scharfuhrer's contention that he does not want to get the dog, only
emphasises this fact even more. For Schweyk uses almost exactly the
same words in his reply as Bullinger had used in his contention. Yet
even at this point he cannot be certain that this submissive action
will extricate hirn from this tight spot, despite the fact that Bullinger is more aware of his desire for the dog than of his own duty. Thus
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to

demonstratf~

obtain the

to Bullinger that he knows his job and will be able to

Spit~,

he strays off into onp. of his anecdotes about methods

of catching dogs, which continues ad absurdum. üf course, the fact thflt
this story does continue sO long suggests another function. Schl1eyk
uses the 6tory to take Bullinger's mind off the threat that he has
just delivered, and once again to effect the change in Bullinger,
whereby his official duty suffers because of his burning desire for a
status symbol. At any rFlte the scheme is successful since
more about the revolver, and

\oIe

v/e

hear no

see that beyond all doubt Bullinger

wants the Spitz more than anything else:
Bullinger: Und ich glaub, daB du dir einen Jux
gemacht hast mit dem Zertifikat als Idiot; ich
will aber ein Aug zudrtlcken, erstens weil der
Brettschneider ein ScheiBer ist, und zweitens,
wenn du den Hund fiir meine Frau bringst, du
Verbrecher.
(St.lO,p.37)
Even though he is aware that i t is more than likely that Schweyk has
been feigning his lunacy and lying about the fact that the army authorities certified him an idiot, Bullinger is prepared to forgo

the

procedure that his office demands in order to get the dog. Schweyk,
now realising that he is out of all dfmger and a person for whom truth
is of paramount importance, and who will therefore tell the truth if at
all possible, then admits that, despite the certificate being "echt",
he was indeed putting on a bit of an act. Nevertheless, Bullinger
declares Sch\"eyk "Bis auf weiteres frei" (SLIO,p.38) and yet SchHeyk
feels that it is necessary to poke his nose in once again on behalf of
agentIeman., who, despite· the fact that he was there "nur wegen versuchten Raubmord an einem Bauer aus Holitz ll (St.lO,p.38), \"as forced to
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sit among the political prisoners and who thought that aß a result he
might suffer. Schweyk is, of course, being highly ironie and critical
of the whole Nazi regime, in which i t is better to have committed a
crime aga::Lnst humanity, than to have done nothing like the Greislerin
Moudra, and yet' be an "echte Tschechin". Bullinger's boomine retort
evokes from Schweyk an imf'lediat.e defensive move:
Schweyk str~m: Zu Befehl. Das Spitzerl bring
ich, sobald ichs hab. "linsche einen guten Morgen.
(St.lO,p.38)
This is the real Schweyk, at. least the Schweyk that most of
the critics emphas::Lse. It is important for Schweyk to remain alive,
since for him life is essential. It ::Ls the source of his vitality,
which in turn motivates the Czech people who frequent the Kelch.
Therefore, in order to survive, Schweyk will resort to almost anything.
Thus we see ho\ol successful he has been to extricate himself safely
from a situation about which Baloun remarks: "Den erschieBens jetzt
vielleicht". (St.lO,p.28). It does not matter to Schweyk how he manages
to get out of such a mess, the only thing that matters ::Ls the fact that
he has succeeded in doing so. Thus when the "dicke Frau" reprimands the
Czech people in general for failing to do more to help the like of
Baloun, Schweyk refutes her:
Schweyk: Verlangens nich~ zu viel von sich. Es
is schon viel, wenn man uberhaupt noch da is
heutzutage Da is man leicht so besch~ftigt mit
Ieberlebn, daB man zu nix andenn kommt.
(st.lO,p.54)
Moreover, he gives exactly the same sort of advice to the dog Ajax,
whom he finds buried in the snow on the way to Stalingrad:
Schweyk: • • • \';ir gehn nach Stalingrad. Da

triffst du noch andre Hund, da is Betrieb. Wenn
du im Krieg ieberleben willst, ~alt dich eng an
die andern und das lebliehe, keine Extratouren,
sondern kuschn, solang, bis du bei Ben kannst.
(St.lO,p.12 Lff. )
It ls exactly this "kusehn", which Schweyk gives as advice to the clog,
that he himself.undertakes when confronted with dangeraus situations
at the hands of the authorities. It is not, as we can see from his
normal behaviour and language, an attitude of which he is particularly
fond, but it is a necessary attitude, and one which sees hirn at the
end of the play still very much alive and ready to keep his appointment with Vojta in the local after the war. Indeed the fact thathe
not only manages to survive the first visit 'to the "Petschekbank",
but also emerges a free man, is all the more startling if we compare
it to the fate of the Bankier Kruscha. Unlike Schweyk he refuses to
"kusehn" and suffers as a result:

..

..

Bullinger: • • • Dann zehn ubers GesaB e
(St.10 1 P.29)
and then later:
Bullinger: '''eitere zehn aufs Ges~, ich brauch
die ÄuBerungen.
(st.lO,p.32)
and then finally:
Bullinger: Fiinf weitere, bis es ihn freut und
bis der F~hrer ein blutiger Hanswurst ist.
(St.lO,p.34)
He refuses to admit to samething which he has not done. Schweyk, on the
other hand, is prepared to subjugate himself, to confess to anything
Bullinger wants. He lies down like

13.

dog, aets in

13.

servile manner,

and finally benefits.
Later in the play, Sch\o!eyk again survives what is this time
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an even more dangerous situation. He is confronted with Bullinger, who
wants to know what has happened to the dog, which Schweyk was meant
to obtain for hirn. On this occasion, unlike the-last, Bullinger is not
dependent on Schweykj indeed, Schweyk is at the mercy of the Scharführer, liable t.o be dispatched at any whim Bullinger mißht have.
Schweyk again resorts to his saviour, a servile attitude with speech
to match, although even here we notice, masked by the "Sklaven sprache 11 ,
an ironic dig at conditions under Hitler's regime:
Schweyk: Jawohl, Herr Scharfuhrer. Ordnung muB
sein. Der Schleichhandel is ein Ühel und h~rt
nicht auf, his nix mehr da iso Dann wird gleich
Ordnung sein, hah ich recht?
(st.lo,p.88)
Yet as we have noticed before, Bullinger rarely, if ever, recognises
the fact that Sch\<,eyk is being ironic or mildly impudent. The quality
that impresses hirn most about Schweyk is his eagerness to

p~ease,

this

submissive "Haltung", an attitude which holds Bullinger, the one member
of authority who is empowered to have Schweyk dispatched, spellbound
and stupefied, as he hirnself remarks:
Bullinger ihn anstarrend: Ich weiB überhaupt
nicht, warum ich dir zuh~re, und schon einmal
vorher. Wahrscheinlich, weil ich einen solchen
Verbrecher noch nicht gesehen hab und wie hypnotisiert auf ihn hinstarre.
•

•

!

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•
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•
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Ich hor dir immer noch zu. Ich kann mich nicht
wegreiBen.
(St.lo,p.86f.)
Herein lies the success of Schweyk's manner, a manner which has been
described hy Pavel Petr as "kriecherische unterwürfigkeit".22 Schweyk's
"kriecherische Unterwurfigkeit" is the only way in which Schweyk knows
he can survive, and its success is demonstrated yet again when Schweyk
survives this second arrest, an occasion about which Baloun remarks

with certainty:
Heinen besten Freund hab ich so hineingerissn.
daB er mir womeglich heit nacht erschossen wird,
wenn nicht, kann er von Glick sagn, und es passiert ihm morgen frih.
(st.lO,p.90)
In the light of this, his second escape from the jaws of death,
Schweykts remarks to the "dicken Frau" (St.lO,p.43) take on an·even
greater significance. If he had not assumed this "Haltung" he would
have "disappearedt! like the "Tapezierer aus der Quergasse":
Baloun: • • • Der Herr Brettschneider ist sonst
so tuchtig. Vorige VJochen, \<10 du nicht hier warst,
is er mit dem Tapezierer aus der Quergasse fortgegangen, und der is nicht mehr zurückgekommen.
Schweyk: \~ahrscheinlich ein ungeschickter Mensch.
der sich ihnen nicht unterworfen hat. (St.lO,p.42f.)
Schweykts action in the company of the authorities is, by his own definition, "geschickt". No matter what else he may do or say, the assuming
of his servile attitude and submissive mask will enable him to survive, in order to be able to enjoy the good times foretold in "Das
Lied von der Holdau".
This then is the Schweyk called by Benjamin a "geprügelte
Held" and described by Brecht himself in his Arbeitsjournal as an
"unersch;pfliches objekt des miBbrauchs". (AJ.2,p.569). This is the
side of Schweyk which is most obvious to the reader, the side which
has been emphasised by the critics, drawing such accolades as "the
unheroic hero".23 Perhaps the last word here should be given to Pavel
Petr who sums up the play in the follovling manner: "Schweyk im zweiten
Weltkrieg geh;rt zu Brechts Experimenten mit unpositiven Helden. ,,24

Part II

The position of the critics to me falls far short of a
complete understanding of the complex character of Schweyk. In this
matter I am fully in agreement with recent critics of the play,
notably Herbert Knust,25 and Hoffmann and FUegi

26

who see far more.

In their article entitled "Brecht, Schweyk and Commune-ism" the latter
express this view as folIows: "The first contention of this paper is
that Esslin's picture of Schweyk is only half right and that, as a
i

resul t, the conclusions he drcHvs are misleading. Brecht and some of
his characters do indeed share a way of looking at things and a mode
of action with Schweyk. But Esslin's definition of the rSchweikian
philosophy' is an oversimplification derived from only one of two
conflicting sides of Sch\·reyk I s being. "Z? \Yhile I do not completely
share some of the views expounded hy Hoffmann and Fuegi, I must concur
with this statement, and it is this second, and perhaps more important
side of Schweyk which I would like to investigate at this point.
One of the most significant sentences in the play is to be
found when Sch\'Jeyk remarks to the SS-Mann M;';'ller 2 on the way to the
Kelch: "Alles hat zwei Seitn". Cst.lo,p.4o). tvithin its context the
sentence seems to be har:llless enough, yet true to Brecht I s theory of
putting fundamental theses in unexpected places, we find here what
turns out to be one of theguiding light 9 for a correct interpretation
of Schv!eyk and the play itself. Schweyk is implying that even the most
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uneventful and supplicant person or object could and will work against
you. This thesis must, I feel, be used in turn as a measuring stick
of Schweyk' s own behaviour to\o;ards the "GroBen". Herbert Knust says:
"Alles hat zwei Seiten--das heiBt: nichts ist absolut. Was sich als
absolut gebardet, ist im Irrtum, muB sich gegen sich selbst kehren ll •

28

The first part of this study has illustrated the servile, supplicant
nature of Schweyk. No\<! I contend that true to Brecht's theory of
Marxist dialectics (everything has two sides to it) and to Schweyk's
own remark, at the same time as he is kneeling down kissing the hands
of the authorities, Schweyk is pursuing a far from accidental, but
rather outright and deliberate attack on those same authorities, who
stand for a political creed abhorred by all Czechs and by Brecht
himself. Now it could be argued that Schweyk's "acta of sabotage" do
very little to help the cause of the "antifaschistischen Einheitsfront,,29 and that Schweyk could do more by direct methods of attack.
But as Brecht points out in "Das Lied von der Moldau" individual
forays against the pOv/er of the Nazi armies are useless:
Es wechseln die Zeiten, da hilft kein Gewalt.
(St.10,p.130 )
"Brecht l~Bt keinen Zweifel daran, daB vereinzelte revolutionare
Aktionen zu nichts f;hren, daB sowohl das in der erste Szene diskutierte Attentat auf Hitler als auch die sieben oder acht Attentate
aUf,Mussolini erfolglos waren und die Lebenschancen des kleinen Hannes
eher gef~hrden als verbessern. ,,3

0

Itlhat we must remember is that no

. matter what the circumstances, the main hope of the "kleinen Mann" and
his strivings are aimed at self-preservation. He wants to live on and
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be able to enjoy the time when there will be no oppression. Yet at the
same time, without endangering his existence, the "kleine Mann" must
try to do something about the situation, for without his action it is
very possible that the Third Reich \·lill last the thousand years predicted by Hitler. So Schweyk in his own little way goes out and hinders
the Nazi cause by any method that is left open to hirn.
Yet one of Schweyk's actions has caused Bast German critics
to look at SCh\1eyk in a negative way, to see hirn as a traitor to the
Czech national cause, and hence in the D.D.R. the play has become
rather maligned. This action is Schweyk's joining of the Nazi army
and his !'mitmachen" in the oppression of the people of Europe. T,
hOvlever, feel that Schweyk' s actions are fully in keepinp; with his
goals both in and out of the vTar. He joins the army because he is
forced to, in order to save the life of Baloun. Brecht notes in his
Arbeitsjournal :
erz;hle steff einiges von dem SCH1tIEYf.-plan. er
sagt sogleich, der originalschwey~ wurde sich
um balouns schwierigkeiten kaum kummern, ihm
eher zum eintritt in die deutsche armee zuraten
und schwerlich in einem so gef~hrlichen lokal
wie dem jetzigen wirtshaus ZUN KSLCH verkehren.
tats~chlich liegen da die versch~rfungen gegenüber 1914. jedoch beschlieBe ich auf der stelle,
diese unpolitische haltung s[chweyks, widersprüchlich in die kleine fabel (rett~ng des
fressers baloun) einzubauen. (AJ.2,p.569)
This, of course, completely disproves Esslin's thesis that Schweyk's
attitude is purely a "philosophy of enlightened self-interest,,31 for
both here in the saving of Baloun from the perils of the Nazi army,
and in various other places within the play, Schweyk displays a willingness to put himself out on a limb, if it means the safety of one of his

fellow "kleinen M~nnern!!. 32 As Frau Kopecka sings in her song "Und
was bekam des Soldaten \veib?" (st .lO,p.15f.) membership of the Nazi
army would mean for Baloun certain death and a betrayal cf the Czech
cause, and Schweyk re~emphasises this fact:
Schweyk: Ein sehr sch;nes Lied. Zu Baloun: Es
beweist dir, daB du es q;i:r zweimal uberlegen
sollst, bist du etwas Unuberlegtes tust. LaB es
dir nicht einfallen, nach RuBland zu ziehn mitn
Hitler wegen groBe Rationen und dann erfrierst
du, du Ochs.
•
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\<'enn man dir einen Teller mit Schweinernem hinstellen könnt, da, iB t verkommener ~~ensch, aber
schwör, daB du ein guter Tschech bleiben wirst.
(St.IO,p.16f.)
Schweyk, however, is able to overcome this problem, firstly because
there is no doubt, as Brecht himself points out, that he will survive:
weill da, um eine revue zu besetzen. er hat ein
gutes dramat~rgisches urteil. zb fehlt ihm das
element des uberlebens des SCWNEYK, das ich in
der kleinen plangeschishte hatte. - ich entwerfe
das den-hund-treffen fur diesen zweck.
(AJ.2,p.579)
and secondly because he is able to continue his work against the Nazi
Reich from within the Nazi army, and yet still not lose his identity
as an "echter Tscheche!!. Petr calls Schweyk's entry into the faschist
army a "Kapitulation,,33 and criticises him for not being against the
war, ",hich is attempting to spread a faschist ideoloe;y over the continent of Europe. Hans Mayer in his Qook Bertolt Brecht und die Tradition is of a similar opinion: !!Schl,,;eyks Einverst~ndnis mit der
Gewalt demonstriert gleichzeitig die Unwirksamkeit seiner Kampfmethode.
Die Gestalt des Pragers erfullt zwar die Aufgabe der List gegenuber
der Gewalt, versaet aber bei den anderen Aufgaben, die der Schreibende
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und Handelnde a1s Sklave in einer 'l/elt der Sklnverei zu erfullen
hat. ,,3

Lf

I simply cannot aßree with either of these two theses. }'irst

of all, Schweyk's entry into the Nazi army was caused by his unselfish
behaviour t()wards Raloun, and secondly, within the German army Schweyk
continues with his effective anti-Nazi obstruction. Indeed, Brecht
maintained that Sc1Weyk I s resistance from within the Nazi army would
be greater than that from without, and certainly more effective. He
states this in his poem "Die Ängste nes Regimes":
Aber ihr Drittes Reich erinnert
An nen Bau des Assyriers Tar, jene gewaltige
Festung
Die, so lalltet die Sage, von l<:€ineti

Heel~

genommen werden konnte, die aber
Durch ein einziges lautes ~·lort, im Innern
gesprochen
In Staub zerfiel.

(G.4,p.115)
Writing in what subsequently has been called flUber Filmmusik" Brecht
states this thesis even more emphatically in the paragraph entitled
"Die Chancen;
Andererseits ist die Gesellschaft in st~ndiger
Ent\vickl~ng begriffen, und zwar dadurch, daB sie
Widerspruche produziert. Ist jeder ihrer Konstituanten von allen andern Konstituanten abh~ngig, so hat auch jede eine Chance, alle andern
zu beeinflussen. Sie vergr~Bert ihre Chance, je
nachdem sie die Gesarntsituation in Betracht zieht.
Das verg!';ssen oder verbrinsen die Zyniker. Hier
eine Abhangigkeit ru<zeptieren, hei3t nicht den
Kampf aufgeben, sondern ihn aufnehmen.
(Sch.z.Th.3,p.295)
This has, of course, enormous significance for a correct interpretation
of the character of Sch",eyk and an evaluations of his actions. As
Hi tler notes in the very first spee.ch of the play, his war is (:iore
than "eine Frage von Tanks, Stukas und guten NervenlI. (st.10,p.?)
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takes advantage of a situation, where people cannot possibly believe
that an "echter Tscheche" and anti-Nazi i5 to be found y,earing a Nazi
uniform. Schweyk, on his way to Staline;rad, is more than correct when
he assures Bullinger's brother, the Feldkurat, that he is not "gegn
Krieg" (St.lO,p·.114), for although he is struggling there on behalf of
Hi tIer I the W8r Ylhich he is waging is undoubtedly a Har aga i n s t
Hitler.
I contend that throughout the play Sch',!eyk remains constant
to this rather ambivalent method of fighting Hitler, a method ,. . hich
I ,,,ould like to call "opponierendes Mitlaufertum" after Herbert Knust
\o!ho coined thc phrase. 35 I yiOuld like now t~ look at Schweyk i s actions
during the play, to prove that he is worthy of carrying this epithet.
The great secret of SchHeyk's success lies in the fact that he
constantly maintains his flexibility-, so that if his action' should
backfire, he has always same means of extricating hirnself. In this
respect we have seen that one fundamental part of his make-up is that
he is never ashamed or afraid to become entirely servile in the face
of adversity. Another attribute which helps hirn in his opposition is
his knowledge and understanding of human nature, and his insight into
the workings of a faschist state. As Knust says: "

. . . so hat er doch

..
..
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ein scharfes Auge fur die wunden Punkten im totalitaren System".
All
this, as we shall see, bears hirn in good stead.
Schweyk' 5 first encounter with authority is, as 'Ne h?ve seen,
with the drunken

SS-~1ann,

and although the man is

SO

drunk that we

could hardly call Schweyk's actions, together with those of his friends,
"\\/iderstand", ,. . hat

\o1e

do find here js a deliberate attempt to under-

mine the morale of this man. This fact is best il1ustrated, of course,
in Frau Kopecka's rendition of "Und was bekam des Soldaten Weib",
where Brecht's stage directions read as follows:
Der SS--1,lo.nn nickt triumphierend am Ende jeder
Strophe, aber vor der letzten sinkt ihm der
Kopf an den Tisch, oa er jetzt vo11iß betrunken
ist.
(St.lO,p.16)
It is, of course, sienificant that during the final stanza, the crux
of the sone, the SS-Mann is "dead 'l to the world. A1though Schweyk' s
opposition here could hard1y be cal1ed ereat, H does gi ve him __a platform on which to build, and indeed he gets an immediate chance with- the
arrival of Brettschneider.
Brettschneider, described ironically by Schweyk as "ein so
guter Spurhund", (St.10,p.33) is, as Schweyk himse1f recognises, in
the Kelch solely for the purpose of attempting to make an arrest,
and Schweyk de1iberately.goes out of his "my to raise Brettschneider's
hopes of obtaining this goal by immediate1y talkine about the one
thing Brettschneider wants him to talk about, namely the attempted
assassination of Hitler. Schweyk's aim is to raise the Gestapoagent's
hopes to fever pitch and then suddenly smash them. There are even some
who have maintained that Schweyk deliberately contrives a situation
whereby he can be arrested, so that he can show Brettschneider up in
front of the Scharf~hrer, Bullinger. 'I'his is, naturally, very difficult
to ascertain, since it could on1y be correct if Schweyk a1ready knew
Bu11inger and the fact that he and Brettschneider were not on the best
of tenns. Whatever the outcome of this line of thought, Sch\Veyk is
arrested, a1ways knowing, ho",ever, that he has the trump card, in that

he has been certified insane and thrown out of the army.

r~his

is what

Knust means when he talks about Schweyk ' s "scharfeR Auge flir die
wunden Punlde". Sch1lleyk makes use of the conflict between Bullinger
and Brettschneider not only for his own benefit,.but also in order to
disgrace the latter in front of a superior officier, with the effect of
total demoralisation.
Anywhere Schweyk feels that he can usurp some power from the
authorities or gain same influence for himself, there Schweyk attacks.
In this regard he also hacks away at Bullinger ' s Achilles ' heel, his
greed for material wealth and status symbols, here represented by a
dog. But Schweyk ' s reasons for doing this are not purely personal.
Of course he wants above all to escape Bullinger ' s clutches, yet he
is always on the look out for an opportunity to increase tension within
the Nazi camp, and this is just what he does here. Knowing that Brettschneider will jump at the cha~ce to get back at the Scharflihrer for
calling him "ein ScheiBer", Schweyk steals the dog in such a way that
suspicion is bound to fall on Bullinger:
Schweyk: Ich will nix gesagt habn, aber die
Deutschen haben eine Vorliebe flir Hunde, daB es
erstaunlich is, speziell die SS, so ein Hund is
weg, vor Sie umschaun, sie schickens heim, ich
hab selbst neulich einen Scharführer mit Namen
Bullinger getroffn, wo einen Spitz hat haben
wolln für seine Gemahlin in K~ln. (St.10,p.59f.)
The proof of Schweyk ' s success in this attempt to create even more
conflict in the ranks of the Nazis is to be seen in the scene with
the raid on the Kelch, where Brettschneider accuses Bullinger of
having stolen the dog:
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Brettschneider der in der Tür erschienen ist:
Herr Scharfuhrer Bullinger, kann ich ein Wort
mit Ihnen unter vier Augen sprechen?
Bullinger: IC,h ~!uBte nicht, was ich mit Ihnen
zu besprechen hatte. Sie wissen, fur was ich Sie
halte.
Brettschneider: Es handelt sich um neue Informationen über den Verbleib des entschwundenen
Hundes des Vojta, die wir in der Gestapo erhalten
haben und die Sie interessieren dürften, Herr
Scharführer Bullinger.
Die bei den Herren gehen in eine Ecke und fangen
an, wild zu gestikulieren. Brettschneider scheint
zu entwickeln, Bullinger habe den ~nd~ dieser
scheint zu sagen "Ich?" und in Emporung zu
geraten USWe
(st.lo,p.82f.)
Schweyk has aided and abetted in the deterioration of their relationship, and has thereby effectively cut down on their productivity. As a
result of Sch...,eyk's action, Brettschneider . .rill have as little to do
with Bullinger as possible and thus will be less likely to harass poor
Czechs in the hope of gaining their arrest. Also, he will be looking
for every opportunity to pay back Bullinger, since on this occasion
he was unable to do so, and thus his full attention will not be on
his job.
The dog-stealing episode also undermines the Nazi cause even
further.

~owever,

although opposition to faschism is the basic cause

of this, the undermining is largely unintended. Nevertheless, what
must be pointed out as far as this is concerned is that Schweyk's
actions are carried out in such a way, that the best things possible
will happen, whether they \.,ere preconcei ved or not. This further deterioration in the Nazi hold over Czechoslavakia is illustrated in the
figure of Vojta. While discussing with Bullinger the matter of the
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Spitz, Schweyk describes Vojta in the following terms:
Aber er is Kollaborationist und wird schon
Quisling geschimpft. •• (St.10,p.35)
Vojta is, therefore, aiding Hitler and his faschist regime in their
drive for the total domination of the European continent. The next time
\oIe

meet hirn, however, introduced as a "kleiner Dicker" (St.10,p.99)

he is sitting in jail with Schweyk and the others awaiting transportation to the Russian front:
Schweyk: Ich wett, Sie heiBen Vojta. Ich freu
mich, daB ich Sie noch tr.eff. Streckt ihm die
Hand hin, W2S der :9icke ubersieht. Ich bin der
Ssh...,eyk, das sagt Ihnen vielleicht nix, aber Sie
kannen meine Hand annehmn, ich wett, Sie sind kein
Deutschfreund mehr, jetzt wo Sie hier sitzen.
•
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Sie wern in den Kaukasus marschiernund aufn
Hitler scheiBn • ••
(St.IO,p.100)
As a result of Schweyk's action in stealing the dog, not onty does he
widen the already existing conflict between Bullinger and Brettschneider
significantly, but also, and this is as important as it is unintended,
he turns a one-time informer and collaborator into an anti-faschist
nationalist. This is a lass to Hitler, of course, since for hirn it is
imperative to have friends and allies among the Czech nation, on.whom
he can rely for help, and to whom he can turn in trying to persuade
Czechs to follow his cause, for as Hitler is constantly reminding
hirnself in the "Zwischenspiele" the "kleine Mann" in Czechoslavakia
is of vital significance to the success or failure of his campaign.
Immediately after his release from the "Petschekbank" Schweyk
again finds the opportunity to demoralise a member of the German army.
He is accompanied to the

Kelch by the SS-Mann M~;ller 2, and he wastes
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no time at all in preparing hirn for his "destruction":
Sch\>/eyk: Wenn ichs der Frau Kopecka sag, mecht
sies Ihnen machen.
(st.IO,p.39)
Schweyk has been telling M~ller 2 of Frau Kopecka'a abilityto read
the future from people's hands, and he has managed to do it in such a
way as to raise the expectation of M~ller 2 to a high level. He quite
obviously feels there is a lot of promise in this situation, and so
it proves to be. Between them, Schweyk and Frau Kopecka manage to
raise the tension in the soldier, so that he just cannot resist having
his own hand read:
Schweyk: • • • Aber ich hab ganz vergessen: der
Herr--auf den SS-Hann--mocht wissen, 'tlaS ihm die
Zrucunft Sch~nes bringt, Frau Kopecka, und zwei
Bier. Ich hab ihm gesagt, daB Sie das zweite
Gesicht harn und daB ichs unheimlich find und ihm
abrat.
(St.lO,p.43)
Schweyk has very obviously reported Frau Kopecka's gift in glowing
terms, and the very fact that he advises M~ller 2 to have nothing to
do with it, will, of course, only mru<e hirn even more determined to see
what is in store. Then, when Schweyk says nothing about it imrnediately
upon their arrival, the tension is heightened even more. Schweyk continues to raise the SS-Mann's hopes even though Frau Kopecka seems , on
the surface at least, a li ttle loathe to perform this "good__turn n • She
is persuaded

by the entrance of "der junge Prochazka", who, she

surmises, is carrying

black~market

meat for Baloun. So she hastily takes

tbe SS-Mann's hand and begins. It is quite obvious to everybody except

..

Muller 2 hirnself that Frau Kopecka has not the slightest trace of "das
zweite Gesicht", yet from the facts that she al ready knows about Mcller
2, and what she is able to squeeze out of hirn, she formulates a cred-

ible future. Whether

01'

not she had realised, before this time Schweyk's

plan to demoralise the man, and I would suspect that she

h~d,

from

this point on Frau Kopecka knows what course she is going to take, and
MÜller 2 is only a plaything. Having told hirn about a certain "Heldentat" which he will perform on some foreign battlefield, Frau Kopecka
lets the rest of thc story hang in the air:

..

..

SS-Mann: Aber jetzt durfen Sie nicht aufhoren.
Ich will mehr uber das Geheimnis wissen, Frau
Kopecka.
Schweyk: Ich find auch, Sie sollten den Herrn
nicht hangen und bangen lassen. Frau Kopecka
zwinkert ihm so zu, daB es der SS-t4ann sehen
kann. Aber vielleicht is es auch genug, warum,
manches \-leiB man besser 'nicht ~(SLIO;p.49)
Schweyk and Frau Kopecka are merely making the pOOl' SS-Hann more excited, and then the wink brings the expectation to its peak. The
thought of a heroie deed in the midst of a battle has worked him into
such a frenzy, that, expecting something even better, he has to know
what is to come. But the two Czechs are going to make him "hangen und
bangen" as long as possible, thus exploiting the situation to the
fullest, and ensuring that the demoralisation is complete. Frau Kopecka then teIls him thc rest of his future: "Heldentod" (St.lO,p.52).
Muller 2 is "zerschmettert", despite the fact that he tries to show
otherwise, and utterly demoralised, he storms out, with Frau Kopecka
ironically shouting afte'r hirn: "Kommens wieder!" (St.lO,p.52).
This action is all the more effective since the demoralisation
will not only effect M~ller 2 but also his relationship with the
twenty men with whom he is "auf Tod und Leben verbunden" (st.lo,p.48)

..

is demolished. Muller 2 will, of course, try to escape the "Heldentod"
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which has been prophesied, and as a result,·the compactness and closeness of his platoon will very probably be destroyed, since his mind
will necessarily be on his coming death and how to avoid it, and not
on his duties and the team-work, which constitute an effective platoan.
As we have seen, Schweyk' s "opponierendes Mi tlaufertuill." takes
the form of a pretence of help, which in turn leads to a demoralisation
01'

hindrance of the Nazi cause. This is, perhaps, most clearly dis-

played in the episode in which Schweyk and Baloun find themselves
"im Dienst Hitlers" (St.lO,p.67), at work in the rail-yard. The soldier
guarding them is told to remember the number of a wagon that is to be
transported to Niederbayern. Sch\oleyk, seeing that he is having trouble
remembering the number without repeating it time and time again, offers
the soldier same help:
Schweyk: • • • Sie harn recht, daB Sie sichs gut
merken, es kommt viel vor • • • • Has is es denn
fier eine Nummer, 426R, nicht? Also brauchen Sie
nicht eine ha]be Stunde mitn Lippen z~hln. Ich
wer Ihnen aagn, was Sie machen missn • • • Ich
erz~hls Ihnen an Ihrer Nummer, daß Sie sehn, wie
leicht es iso 4268. Die erste Ziffer is ein Vierer,
die zweite ein Zweier. Merken Sie sich also schon
42, das is zweimal 2, das is der Reihe nach von
vorn 4, dividiert durch 2 und wieder ham Sie
nebeneinander 4 und 2.
(St.lO,p.71f.)
Schweyk's absurd method of remembering numbers gets even more absurd
as it develops and the soldier can only sit dumbfounded: llDer Soldat
hat ihm mit \.reitge~ffneten Augen zugeh~rt. Seine Lippen hahen aufe;ehört sich zu bewegen. l ' (st .10,p. 72). Schweyk, in explaining how easy
it is, proffers more advice "mit Hilfe von Multipliziern und Dividiern" (st.lO,p.73), and the result is, of course, that the soldier
cannot remember the nnmber when asked. Schweyk contentedly remarks to
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Bnloun when the guards take pot-luck:
Ich kann mir denken, jetzt geht vielleicht nach
Bayern ein \vaggon mit }~aschinenge . .'ehre. Philosophisch: Aber jet?t viel~eicht mechten sie bis
dahin in Stalingrad nix notiger brauchen als
Erntemaschinen un~ in Bayern wiederwn schon
Maschinengewehre. Wer kanns wissen? (st.lO,p.74)
Schweyk's action here i8 not just a trick, but a conscious

act of

sabotage. He has already reported to Frau Kopecka: "Ich hab sie schon
ein Waggon mit Seife gekost" (st .lo,p.69), and here his efforts are
deliberately aimed at hindering the Na?i war effort. We see again
that Schweyk's success is gained from his total awareness of events
going on around him and his knowledge of human nature. Schweyk exploits
the soldier's ignorance as soon as he sees that he has an opportunity
to do so, but in such a way that Schweyk will not suffer as a result.
Locked up in the "Zelle i'll Milit;;'rgef;;'ngnis" (st.lO,p.93),
Schweyk finds that he has another chance to be detrimental to the
Germans. Here we see quite definitely that Schweyk feels that he can do
thore damage to the Third Reich from within Hitler's army than from
without, for he actually exhorts his compatriots to join up with
Hitler:
SCh\"eyk: \venn man euch zUh;rt, k;;nnt man meinen,
ihr wollts nicht in den Krieg, wo fir die Verteidigung der Zivilisation gegen den Bolschewismus
gefiehrt wern muB.
(St.lO,p.96)
and later he chides the authorities for not letting him out into the
battlefield, where he can do the most damage:
Schweyk: • • • Und jetzt werd ich klingeln, daB
sie sich mit ihrem Krieg etwas beeiln, ich hab
meine Zeit nicht gestohln • • •
(St.lO,p,.99)
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Schweyk implores the vari.ous simulants to join Eitler' s army, not so
that they can help wipe out BOlshevism, which is threatening their
existence, but so that they can sing Schweyk's version of the
Horst-\"essel-Lied:
Hinter der Trgmmel her
Trotten di~ Kalber
Das Fell fur die Trommel
Liefern sie selber.
Der Metzger ruft. Die Augen fest geschlossen.
Das Kalb marschiert mit ruhig festem Tritt.
Die K;lber, deren Blut im Schlachthof schon
geflossen
Sie ziehn im Geist in seinen Reihen mit.
(St.lO,p.103)
Despite the fact that the simulants want their freedom more than

any~

thing else and hance are "niedergeschmettert" (St.lO,p.104) when they
find out that their hopes have not become reality, Schweyk kno'.>ls that
there is no possibility of this. He knows that they will all be helping
Hitler on the Russian Steppes, and hence he acts accordingly. By getting them all to sing his version of the

Horst-~"essel-Lied

he is

organising them into his own little force, all ready to march forward
with the sole purpose of·hindering Hitler's drive for total world
sUpremacy. By getting them to sing h i s song he in effect transforms
them into characters like himself, engages them in his campaign of
"opponierendes Ni tl~ufertum·'. "!hen Schweyk teIls Vojta: "Sie wern in
den Kaukasus marschiern und aufn Hitler scheiBn" (St.lO,p.lOO), he
shows that the latter will do exactly the same thing on the Russian
steppes as he himself, who, when he meets Hitler in the "historische
Begegnung", says:
Und ich saßs dir ganz offen, daB ich nur noch
nicht weiB
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Ob ich auf dich jetzt schieB oder fort auf dich
scheiB.
(St.lO,p.130)
It is also highly significant that Schweyk, at first glance

quite farcieally, characterises Bolshevism in the following way:
Schweyk: \vir sind grad beim Bolschewj smus. "\IJiBts
Ihr, was der Bolschewismus is? DaB er der ge~
schworne Verbindete von ""allstriet is, "'0 unter
Fiehrung von dem Juden Rosenfeld im tI/eiBen Haus
unsern Untergang beschlossen hat? (St.lO,p.97)
Schweyk characterises Bolshevism, the phenomenon whieh they are about
to go and fight, as the "geschworne Verbinde te von \vallstriet". In
other words Schweyk maintains that the action which they are about to
undertnke will be partly against America. Frofli Bl-'echt t S ot}-ler plays

there is no doubt that Brecht regarded America as the paradigm of
capitalism 37 _-indeed Brecht had no difficulty in transposing Hitler
to Chieago in Der aufhaltsame Aufstieg des Arturo Ui. If .."e take this
just one step further, noting that thc fighting which they are to undertake is therefore, in part at least, against capitalism, and look at
Brecht's own writings on politics, then we see elearly what Brecht saw
as the "geschworne Verbindete" of capitalism:
Der Faschismus ist eine historische Phase, in die
der Kapitalismus eingetreten ist, insofern etwas
Neues und zugleich Altes. Der Kapitalismus existiert in den faschistischen Ländern nur noch·
als Faschismus, und der Faschismus kann nur bek~mpft werden a~s Kapitalismus, alq m.cktester,
frechster, erdruckendster und betrugerischster
Kanitalismus.38
As we can see, Brecht sees capitalism and faschism as proceeding hand
in hand. Thus if Schweyk is going out, along with the simulants, to
fight eapitalism, and from his speech he definitely sees I1den Juden
Rosenfeld im 'IleiBen Haus" (st.lO,p.97) as his encmy, he is also, by

token of the close relationship of capitalism and faschism, going out
to fight faschism. Faschism, and thus Hitler, is the enemy whom they
must defeat at all cost, and to emphasise this necessity Schweyk sings
the song of the "Kanonier von Przemysl im ersten \<Jeltkrieg" who,
significantly, was fighting against the Czar, another typical representative of the exploiting capitalist/faschist class, and who was
willing to fight to the very last to preserve his freedom:
Bei
Lud
Bei
Lud
Ein
RiB

der Kanone dort
er in einemfort.
der Kanone dort
er in einemfort.
Kugel kam behende
vom Leib ihm beide H;nde

Und er stand weiter dort

Und lud in einemfort
Bei der Kanone dort
Lud er in einemfort.

(st.lO,p.97)

We have it then, albeit in a rather distorted foml, yet a form which is
typical of Schweyk' s "listige" methods, from the horse I. S mouth as i t
were, that Schweyk's actions are indeed no less than "opponierendes
Mitl;ufertum" •
Schweyk's ambivalent attitude, a pretence at accepting his lot
under a faschist regime, which is explicitly displayed in his never-ending struggle to go and help Hitler in Stalingrad, while at the same
time exhorting others to hinder or damage the Nazi onslaught, is again
exemplified in Schweyk's meeting with the would-be deserters on the
Russian Steppes:
Erster Soldat: Und was hast du als Tscheche dort
verloren?
Schweyk: Ich hab dort nix verlorn, ich komm zu
Hilf und schitz die Zi'{ilisation vorn Bolschewismus

.:-. .
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Erster Soldat: Du mochtest ein Desertor sein.
Schweyk: Ich bin keiner, denn da mechtet ihr mich
sogleich erschieBn, .. weil ich meinen Soldateneid
verletz und nicht fur den Fiehrer sterb, Heil
Hitler.
(St.lO,p.106)
Despite the fact that the soldiers later hint that they are deserters,
and give Schweyk a chance to accompany them, S?hweyk refuses and
pledges his intent to carry on to Stalingrad, even though to go with
them could quite possibly mean a quick repatriation to his beloved
Prague and his friends in the "Kelch". For Schweyk realises that his
mission to fight the Nazis can best be accomplished from within their
own ranks. Yet while Schweyk does not want to endanger himself in the
event that they are disguised military police on the look-out for
deserters, he is always loathe to miss an opportunity of furthering the
cause of the "kleinen Mann". Thus, when they, in effect, ask for
advice in the art of surrender, Schweyk, in his typical way of estranging the truth, finds a way to tell them how to act, without laying
himself open to charges of treason:
Schweyk freundlich: Ich mecht euch lieber fur
brave Soldatn haltn, weil, wenn ihr Desertöre
"l~rt, mechtet ihr unbedingt was für die Russn
mitbringn, ein Maschingewehr oder sowas, vie~
leicht ein gutes Fernrohr, was sie brauchn konn'n,
und es vor euch hin hochhebn, daB sie nicht gleich
schieBn. So wirds gemacht, her ich. (St.lO,p.107f.)
Schweyk's advice is, of course, designed to help the Russians in their
effort against the Nazis. His attitude iSt that if you are going to
desert, then why not go the whole hog and take something with you t
that they can use, so that·at the same time as you are damaging one
cause you are helping the other.

However the most impressive example of Schweyk's "opponierendes
Mitl~ufertumu is to be found in the "Nachspiel" "rhere the "historische

Begegnung zwischen Sch\veyk und Hitler" (st .lO,p.12h) takes place. The
action takes place basically on a symbolic level; everything has a
dream-like quality about it, aso noted in the stage direction:
" • • • als aus denl S c h n e e t r e i ben
eine wilde Musik horbar wird und eine überlebensgroBe Gestalt auf tau c h t.
39
(st.IO,p~12h)

Yet despite all this, what happens du ring the course of this scene is
of vital significance. I am totally in agreement \"ith Klaus-Detlev
N~ller who says: "Nach Struktur und Thematik war das stuck von Anfang

an auf diesen Wendepunkt [Nachspiel] angelegt. n40 Brecht himself hints
at this when he says that the meeting between the two is "historisch".
For it is amomentous occasion, at least as far as the play is concerned,
for .it is here, symbolically speaking, that we witness the beginning of
the end for Hitler.

4l

Sch\"eyk wCl.stes no time at all in announcing the fact that he
is on his way to Stalingrad to help the F~hrer:
Schweyk: Ich bin der Schweyk aus Budweis, wo
die Moldau das Knie macht. Und bin hergeeilt,
daB ich Ihnen zu Stalingrad helfe Sagens mir
jetzt bittsch;n nur noch: wo is es?
(St.lO,p.126f.)
Yet having done so, Schweyk then proceeds to put Hitler into utter
confusion:
Hitler: Versuchen wirs mit dem Norden.
Sie stoBen ein· paar Schritte nach Norden vor.
Schweyk:

Da is Schnee bis zum Kinn.
(St.lO,p.l::?8)
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And

after another Sch\.,reyk announces that to Hi tler all directions

on~

are blocked:
Hitler tritt schnell hintereinander nach allen
Richtungen. Schweyk pfeift ihn immer zuruck.
(st.lO,p.129)
"Zwar ist Schweyk hier nicht mehr der 'Führer' des 'Führers'; denno~h
hat er den SpieB umgedreht: vom 'groBen' Hitler-Gotzen zu einem langjährigen Hundedasein verurteilt pfeift nun der Hundefänger Schweyk

..

Hitler selbst wie einem Hund und fangt ihn sozusagen in seinem eigenen
Teufelskreis. Schweyk verurteilt Hitler, indem er ihm 'ganz offen' seine
Meinung sagt; allerdings laBt er auch offen, was er mit ihm vorhat--und
••

' . .

1. ""

davon hangt schlieBlich fur den 'kleinen 1-1ann' alles ab. ,,-rc:

Schweyk deliberately causes confusion in Hitler's stagnant
brain. He realises that out here in the harshness of the elements
rather than in the security of his "hohe ren Regionen" Hitler is utterly
dependent on friendly aid, since as far as h0 knows the distance from
Rosto\v to Stalingrad \<laS "Nicht viel länger als mein kleiner Finger".
(st.lO,p.127). Schweyk proceeds to offer Hitler aid and then leads hirn
a merry dance, plays with hirn as if he were a toy. The "überlebensgroBe"
Hitler is beginning to be demasked, beginning t9 look smaller than he
really seems. Schweyk eventually passes judgement on Hitler, a judgement not only based upon Schweyk's victory over the Führer, but also a
judgement symbolising the imminent destruction of faschism, symbolising
the victory of the Schweyks of this world over all forms of oppression:
Schweyk fanet an zu singen:
Ja, du kannst nicht zurick und du kannst nicht
nach vorn.

Du bist obn bankrott und bist untn verlorn.
Und der Ostwind is dir kalt und der Bodn is dir
heiB
Und ich sags dir ganz offen, daB ich nur noch
nicht weiB
Ob ich auf dich jetzt schieB oder fort auf dich
scheiB.

Hi tler;s verz\veifel te Ausf;;'lle sind in einen wilden
Tanz- ubergegangen.
(St.lO,p.129f.)
It is not a final victory for Schweyk, for to achieve that he must
carry on to Stalingrad, where he will be able to carry out the option
which he has left open--"schieBen"

01'

"scheiBen". He must go on, for

as he himself remarks: "es h~ngt davon ab, wo man auf was scheiBt".(st.10,p.100).
One further aspect of Schweyk will emphasise his positive
position in the fight against Nazi oppression. This aspect is the
language he uses primarily before the"authorities and which I have
referred to as "Sklavensprache" • As I noted earlier, "Sklavensprache"
was Schweyk's way of trying to guarantee his survival in the face of
Bullinger and the oppression which he represents. It is a way for
Schweyk to demonstrate his complete inferiority and utter servility
to the authorities. 1f t however, we cursorily investigate the history
of "Sklavensprache" and take note of adefinition of it, we shall see
that there is something more to i t than just this negative quality.
Indeed, I contend that its nature is such that it conforms most closely
to Schweyk' s addage "Alles hat z\vei Seitn", and that there is

11.

po-

sitive, constructive quality contained within it, and it is this side
of Schweyk's language which I should like to discuss at this point.
The expression "Sklavensprache" had it source vIithin the
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revolutionary tradition of nineteenth century Russia, and the term
was made famaus by Lenin, who, after the revolution of 1917 when he
ItJas able to return to Russia, noted that he could now forget all
about that "verfluchte Sklavensprache".43 tiEr [Lenin) konnte jetzt
unmittelbar, ohne Umwegen und Listen, das aussprechen, was er fur
..
h4
notig hielt. fl · \~e see then that "Sklavensprache" is very much concerned with the expression of truth in times Itlhen that truth ia outIm!ed, and that i t is closely connected with the quality of "List"
which Brecht felt Has so important in the propagation of truth.
This view is supported :Lf

\'!e

l~5

take a Narxist definition of "Sklaven-

spracheii: HSklavensnrache streut keineswegs bloB Sand in die Augen der
Machthaber, sondern auch direkt ins Getriebe ihrer Eacht ••
sprache geht darauf am"
sich selbst

. . Sklaven-

der Sklaverei ein Ende zu bereiten und damit

~berfl~ssig

werden zu lassen. 1I46

Taking all this into cons:Lderation, it would seem that Schweyk's
servility, his kneeling down before the authorities and kissing their
hands I his !fich scheiB wie Sies w@schen ll stance :Ls mueh more than an
attempt to guarantee his survival. It would seem that it is also a
"listige" form of obstruction, an indirect method of attack. 'I'his view
will be supported if we take a look at same examples from the text.
In the scene with the "Razz.ia" on the Kelch, Bullinger notes
that he is being spellbound by Schweyk:
Bullinger ihn anstarrend: Ich weiB ~berhaupt
nicht 'darum ich dir zUIi~re, lmd schon einmal
vorher. \vahrscheinlich weil ich einen solchen
Verbrecher noch nicht gesehen hab und wie hypnotisiert auf ihn hinstarre.
•
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Ich h~r dir immer noch zu. Ich kann mich nicht
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wegreißen.

(st.lO,p.R6f.)

We noted earlier that this hypnotisation was in effect a method of
keeping Schweyk alive. But there is much more to it than just

t~is,

for otherwise Schweyk would not criticise palieies of the faschist
regime so often and seemingly at random. Schweyk's hypnotisation of
Bullinger, and for that matter Brettschneider as we11 47 , is a direct
and premedi ta ted resul t of his "Sklavensprache f'. His servile stance,
his "Sklavensprache" enable him to express the truth about the Nazis
without retribution. It is in this context that Schweyk's seemingly
insane criticism of faschism is to be seen. His "Sklavensprache"
creates the situation where this form of resistance, where this
expression of the truth can take place. His appetite for talking is
not an aimless one. It does not just take him to any place. His
appetite is for the truth, and just like L8nin and a good many other
idealists including Voltaire, Confucius and SWift
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, "Sklavensprache"

is his method cf propagating that truth where it would be impossible
by normal modes of expression. Let us take an example:
Schweyk: Jawohl, Herr Scharfi;.hrer. Ordnung muB
sein. Der Schleichhandel is ein Übel und h~rt
nicht auf, bis nix mehr da iso Dann wird gleich
Ordnung sein, hab ich recht.
(st.lo,p.88)
Such outright criticism of Nazi policy would, of course, not normally
be tolerated by the likes of Bullinger. But Schweyk gets away with it
scot free. Because his truth is placed behind a servile

fa~ade

which

the authorities are unable to notice let alone penetrate, a sort of
hypnotisation takes place. This hypnotisation process starts and is
completed with the "Jawohl, Herr Scharführer. Ordnung muB sein". At
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this point Schweyk is free to express the truth about the Nazis'
policies of supply and demann. It just does not happen that Schweyk
very carelessly lets this criticism out, he does it deliberately, a
fact which becomes more than clear in the light of so many examples
of this type. For example, he compares Hitler with "der ".ras den
Hundedreck sammelt" (St.10,p.10); he calls Hitler "ein Trottel"
(St.10,p.24)j he calls the failure to assassinate Hitler "eine Nachl;issigkeit l l (St.lO,p.23)j he criticises the "Ordnung" which faschism
has produced (St.10,p.ll and 88); he criticises the treatment of Nazi
prisoners (St.lO,p.30); he mocks Hitler's racial policies (St.lO,p.34f.)
and faschist anti-Semitism (st.10,p.35)j he utters the truth about
the hardship ann consequences of being a political prisoner (St.lO,p.38).
All these examples certainly \olOuld not seem to signify that Schweyk
just happened to express something critical as if by chance. On the
contrary, they point to an organised, masked, indirect attack on the
members of authority. It is a ,.,ay of propagating the truth effectively
in exactly the same tradition as Brecht's dissemination of his politieal treatise "Fünf Schwierigkeiten beim Schreiben der Wahrheit"
whieh was produced and distributed in Nazi Gennany under such titles
as Satzungen des Reichsverbandes Deutscher Schriftsteller and Pra-

..

tiseher Wegweiser fur F.rster Hilfe.
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Seen in this light, I fee 1 that the character of Sch\o,eyk, his
actions, his behaviour, his language, come clearly into foeus. His
whole attitude, as illustrated during the course of the play, conforms
closely vlith a pattern·, a pattern which is designed at a gradual
erosion of Nazi power. His plan is ·basically the

Sallle

no matter

whether he finds hinlSelf in opposition to ari intellectually inferior
member of authority, such as the drunken SS-Mann, SS-iJfann H~ller 2 or
the soldier at the "G,;terbahnhof" , or a supposedly superior being such
as Bullinger or Hitler. His mode of attack changes depending on the
situation, yet the goal for which Schweyk is striving is always the
same. It does not matter if the resistance is open and obvious to all
except the intellectually inferior Nazi, or masked behind his 'lSklavensprache". Schweyk is always aiming at this gradual erosion of power,
which 1S described by Brecht, in what is most certainly one of his
greatest lyrical achievements, "Legende von der Entstehung des Buches
Taoteking auf dem '>leg des Laotse in die Emigration", as being omnipotent and indefensible in this world:
Doch am vierten Tag im Felsgesteine
Hat ein ~llner ihm den "-leg verwehrt:
"KostbRrkeiten zu verzollen?"--"Keine."
Und der Knabe, der den Ochsen f~hrte, sprach: "Er
hat gelehrt."
Und so war auch das erkl~rt.
Doch der Bann in einer heitren Regung
Fragte noch: "Hat er was rausgekriegt?"
Sprach der Knabe: "DaB das weiche Hasser in
Bewegung
Hit der Zeit den m~chtigen Stein besiegt.
Du verstehst, das Harte ll.'1terliegt."
(G.4,p.52)
This then is Schweyk's mission, a mission which is as important to the Czech people as it is for Schweyk himself, a mission
for which Schweyk is therefore willing to become part of the Nazi army,
where his "\'!iderstRnd" will be all the more effective .. At this point
I feel that it must be stressed again that Schweyk's mission is never
carried out to the detriment of his own existence

4

Thus Schweyk's

opposition to the faschists only takes place when it is safe, or at
least relatively so. His life must be protected at all costs, for the
Schweyks of the world are the ones who will form the backbone of the
new society foretold in "Das Lied von der !v!oldau", which will emerge
after the destruction of faschism. It is for this reason that Schweyk's
individual contribution, as with the contribution of every individual
"kleinen Hann", is, and must remain small. \oJhat must be remembered 1
however, is that he is contributing. His contribution may be small,
but when combined with the contributions of all the other Sch\Oleyks50
and the people whom they manage to convert by means of propagating the
truth about faschism to their policy of "opponierendes Hitlaufertum"
the ultimate result \olill be the very destruction of faschism which
they were seeking, and the emergence of that new society.That society
is Schweyk's goal, and his contribution towards it is, I contend, large
enough to justify the praise Daniel Frey bestows on hirn: "Schweyk

...

est l'un des personnages les plus positifs de toute l'oeuvre-de
Brecht.,,)l

Using the material from this investigation of the character
of Schweyk, what I would finally like to do is to formulate some
kind of definition of Schweyk, so that in our concluding remarks we
can throw some light on the concept of the "Schweyk figure" and the
"Schweykian philosophy".
Schweyk's whole plan of action is based upon his desire to
propagate the truth about Hitler's regime and the damage i t is causing
the "kleinen Nann". tfuen Schweyk at tacks the bast ions of faschist
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power, he is first and forernost attacking lies, for lies are the basis
of a faschist state. It -i6 because of his belief in the ultimate freedom
of man to hear and to tell the truth that he is at all times wi11ing to
cajo1e, persuade t and exp1ain to peop1e the justice of his cause, and
to give them he1p and advice that will lead to the deterioration of
Nazi power, and hence a chance for a 1itt1e more truth to escape
suppression.
Brecht makes very c1ear how he stands in respect to truth. In
what iSt almost certain1y, his most significant po1itica1 pub1icati<:m
"Funf Schwierigkeiteh beim Schreiben der

~yahrheit"

he i8 very exp1icit:

vIer heute die L~ige und Unwissenheit bek~rr.pfen
und die l.'I'ahrheit schreiben will, hat zumindest
fi.inf Schwierigkeiten zu i.iberwinden. 1';1' muB den
Mut haben, die \vahrheit zu schreiben, obwohl sie
allenthaben unterdr~ckt wird; die Klugheit, sie
zu erkennen, obwohl sie allenthaben verh~llt
wird; die Kunst, sie handhabbar zu machen als
eine v:affe; das Urteil, jene auszmJ~hlen, in
deren H~nden sie wirksam wird; die List, sie
unter diesen zu verbreiten. Diese Schwierig~
keiten sind groB fi.ir die unter dem Faschismus
Schreibenden, sie bestehen aber auch f~r die,
welche verjP,gt wurden oder geflohen sind, ja
sogar fi.ir solche, die in den L~ndern der
bi.irgerlichen Freiheit schreiben.52

..

rt would seem therefore that these "funf Schwierigkeiten" could apply

very easily to Schweyk, who is, after all, attempting to fight the
lies that faschisrn has produced. Brecht maintains here that to disseminate the truth successfully one must possess these five qualities.
WeIl, as we have seen, Schweyk does propagate the truth successfully.
It shoulct follow, therefore, that Sc1-l\oJeyk possesses these fi ve qualities, and I maintain that they can he1p us form the basis of a
definition of 3ch\<:eyk. A cursory look at the plot of the play will

illustrate at almost every turn the fact that he possesses all of them o
He has "Hut" as exemplified by the many occasi.ons on ""hich he comments
critically on faschist policies, or by his saving of Baloun from almost certain death at the hands of Bullinger, \-,hen the former is caught
with the package of "black-market meat" (St.lO,p.83f.). Yet another
example would be his protection of the poor Russian women from the
avarice of the armed, but drunken Feldkurat (St.lO,p.115f.). He has
the "Klugheit" to recognise faschism far what it is, otherwise he would
be unable to make any critical comments about faschism. The fact that
he has the "Kunst" to make the truth workable as a weapon, the IIUrteil"
to choose those people in whose hands that truth will be effective, and
the "ListIl to propagate it among them, is perfectly illustrated in his
dealings with the German

soldi~rs

with Vojta and the simulants

\'/hom

on the Steppe§

Ol;':i,ll

hi 9_c1ealing§

he manages to recruit for his cam-

paign of "opponierendes ~1itl~ufertum" (St.lO,p.95ff.). The quality
of "List", which Brecht deerns to be most important,53 is also displayed in the very nature of Schweyk's "Sklavensprache". And there are,
of course, very many other examples.
It would therefore seem clear that these five qualities form a
fundamental part of the character of Schweyk, and thus we are perfectly
justified in using them as the basis of our definition. Yet there is
more to Schweyk than just that, for as we have seen he is not just
concerned with overcoming fasehism, but also with protecting his fellow
"kleinen M~nner", samething at whieh, because of his more than adequate
supply of "List", he is particularly adept. \',re must there fore list
such qualities as humanitarianism and compassion and an overriding
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sense of loyalty to his fellow Czechs, displayed cf course by the
fact that he protects Vojta's "Dienstmadchen" from the wrath of her
master, and best of all by the "rettung des fressers baloun".(AJ.2,p.569)
These eight quali ties-- "Nut It, "Kl ughei t" ,. "Kunst", "Urteil",
"List", humanitaricmism, compassion, and a loyalty to the members of
his own class--are the essential features of Sch\oJeyk, a character
whose vitality is unsurpassed in Brecht's writings, and who remains
perhaps the most positive and certainly one of the most important
characters Brecht ever created.
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CONCLUSION

I have attempted in this study to put the play Schweyk im
zweiten Heltkrieg into focus, and I feel that having done so I am
justified in making' some observations on a more general level about
the terms "Schweyk figure" and "Schweykian philosophy". I believe
that the terms must be taken seperately because the term "Sch1t,eyk
figure" seems to match character against character, whereas the term
"Schweykinn philosophy" is not nearly as specific as that, but is
a more general term.
As far as the term IfSchweyk figure" is concerned I would
reject it as being a total misnomer and therefore utterly useless.
Cri tics such as Esslin and Ewen call such figures as

~~utter

Courage,

Galileo Galilei, Natti and Azdak "Schweyk figures", yet i t seems to
me to be'quite obvious that none of these characters, with the possible exception of Azdak, wouln. fit the definition of Schweyk that
I have formulated. But they were never meant to. To call such
characters "Schvleyk figures" is in effect to reject their existence
as characters in themselves, and is thus a completely futile exercise
because what happens as a result is

th~t

the characters are matched

together in dual combat. Brecht's dramas are not about characters but
about society. Brecht did not create a character in Schweyk and then
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for the rest of his life try to match this paradigm. Yet by rigidly
calling such characters as Matti or Galilei "Schweykfigures" which
they so oöviously are not, the critics seem to be suggesting that
this is the case. On the grounds that characters such as Galilei or.
Mutter Courage must be seen from within the framework of their own
play and not compared with characters who appear in plays which
portray society from a completely different standpoint, I would therefore certainly quest ion the validity of the term "Sch""eyk fig':lre".
The term "Schweyldan philosophy!1 is somewhat different t since
it is used more generally to express the attitude conveyed by the
character Schweyk. \olell it seems to me that although the individual
characters of Brecht's other plays do not conform completely to the
"Schweykian philosophy" (although all have some similarity to Schweyk
on one level or nnother), the "Schweykian philosophy" is conveyed by
the ,-"hole play--·this certainly would be true of Der kaukasische Kreidekries in which both Azdak and Grusche have Schweyldan elements, or
Leben des Galilei in which Galilei despite being a negative figure
also bears some Schvleykian features--that the "Schweykian philosophy"
is expressed by the whole playas an entity to the audience. The play
itself is the catalyst, is the "Schweyk figure". Of course, it is
difficult to draw too many conclusions on this subjeet without a really
elose analysis of Brecht's relationship to his audience, something
which quite obviously was out of the scope of the study. Yet it seems
to me that the term "Sch\o,Jeykian philosophy" enters to the very kernel
of what Brecht wanted to express. If Schweyk is the character

".rho

best expresses wi thin a play what Brecht' s p'lays themsel ves as enti ties
wanted to display, then there is little doubt that the play Schweyk
im zweiten \veltkrieg is of fundamental importance to a complete
understanding of the world of Bertolt Brecht.
Taking all this into consideration, i t seems to me that
Sch\<,eyk im zweiten Hel tkrieg has endured a truly unwarranted neglect.
Some of Brecht's plays, notably Hutter Courage und ihre Kinder, have
been misunderstood mainly because 1 being wri tten in the form···of a
parable, they lost something in the translation to the society of the
modern age, as it were. With Schweyk im zweiten Weltkrieg this does
not happen. I would maintain that in the character of Sch\"eyk Brecht
. expressed his own philosophy of life in its clearest I most l.mequivocal
form, and that no character in all of Brecht's drama has Brecht quite
so obviously behind hirn, as does Schweyk.

Introduction: Footnotes.

1 Julian H. Wulbern illustrates this point well in his book
Brecht and Ionesco (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1971). On
page 83 he states the following: "In the first place, it must be emphasised that the text was no more than a point of departure for Brecht.
This observation is not meant to deprecate his efforts in the initial
writing of the work, for even such a minor text as his adaption of
Shakespeareis Coriolanus occupied him and the dramaturgical staff of
the Ensemble for more than a year and a half. But it is meant to underscore the fact that the text of a work was never considered more than
tentative until the actual work of production was weIl along, for
during this phase scene after scene was polished, trimmed, recast, and
occasionally even entirely dropped from the work. Probably the best
knm·m product of such a revisory process is his Mother Courage."
2

Bertolt Brecht, Arbeitsjournal (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp,

1973), I, p.27. Hereafter cited as AJ. with volume number and page
reference; ego "gestern nacht von NY zuriick". (AJ.2,p.569).
3 John \.Jillett, The Theatre of Bertölt Brecht (Norfolk, Conn.:
New Directions, 1959), p.102.

4 Fritz sternberg, Der Dichter und die Ratio
Sachse & Pohl, 1963), p.13f.
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5 Petr says: "Nachdem Brecht bereits an Piscators B;'hnenfassung von 1928 mitgearbeitet hatte und acht Jahre sp~ter erneut
mit dem Schwejkstoff in Beruhrung gekommen war, nahm er ihn wieder
auf ••

0" Pavel Petr,

Ha~eks "Schwejk" in Deutschland (Berlin:

R;'tten & Loening, 1963), p.143.

6 My emphasis.
7 See AJ.2,p.568f.

8
219-32.

Herbert Knust, "Brechts braver Schweyk", PMLA, 88 (1973),
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Footnotes.

1 Martin Ess1in, Brecht: A Choice of Evi1s (London: Heinemann,
1970), p.32-34 and passim; Rona1d Gray, Brecht (London: Oliver & Boyd,
1961), p.9 1+ and passim; Julian H. ',",uIbern, Brecht and lonesco (Urbana:

University of lllinois Press, 1971),

p.41~f.

and 117. Mentioned also in

many other books and artic1es which are too numerous to list here.
2 Ess1in, p.33.
3 For the spe11ing of Sch'Neyk (Schweik) see beIm." p.7.

4 Char1es \". Hoffmann and John B. Fuegi, "Brecht, Schweyk and
Commune~ism", in Festschrift f;';'r Detlev \". Schumann, ed Albert R.

Schmidt (H~nchen: De1p, 197 0 ), p.337-49.
5 For examp1e: Hoffmann and Fuegi; Herbert Knust, "Brechts braver
Schweyk", PV:LA, 88 (1973), 219-32. Hereafter cited as Knust Ij Herbert
Knust, "Schweik und kein Ende", Germano-S1avica, No.1 (Spring 1973),
65-85. Hereafter cited as Knust Ir j K1aus-Det1ev Müller, "Das GroBe
bleibt groB nicht
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Ess1in,

n
•

•
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"Jirkendes \vort, 23 (1973),

26-l~4.

p~33f.

7 Frederic Ewen, Berto1t Brecht: His IJife, his Art and his
Times (Ne\'l York: Citade1, 1967), p.406.
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Berto1t Brecht, Stucke X (Berlin: Suhrkamp, 1957), p.20.

Hereafter cited as St.10,p ••• In same way references to Brecht's
Gedichte 9 vo1s. (Frankfurt -am Hain: Suhrkamp, 1960-65) and Schriften
zum Theater 7 vols. (Frankfurt am Hain: Suhrkamp, 1963-64) will be
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SCh.z.Th.4,p •••
9 Ewen, p.406.
10 This conversational device which is a fundamental element of
~

~

Hasek's Schweik is shown by Pavel Petr in his book Haseks Schwejk in
Deutschland to have its source in Dicken's Pickwiek Papers in the
character of Sam Weller.
11

As in many of Brecht's plays the theme of appetite is very

important. Here, Schweyk's appetite for talking runs parallel in the
play with Baloun's appetite.
12

''7

~J

cf. st.10,p.33.
Thomas O. Brandt, Die Vieldeutigkeit Bertolt Brechts

(Heidelberg: Lothar Stiehm Verlag,1968), p.46.
14

Petr, p.173.

15 Ewen, p.40l.
16

In the Russian monetary system 100 Kopeks make 1 Rubel.

17 Brecht shows us that there are many possibilitiesj Baloun's
way--to join the German armyj Vojta's way--collaborationj Schweyk's
way. At the end of the play the audience should be left in no doubt
that Schweyk' s metho"d is the correct one.
18
19
20

e.g. Petr, p.160f.
see AJ.I,p.165 & 172.
Hans Mayer, Bertolt Brecht und die Tradition (Pfullingen:

Neske,196l),p.82ff.
21 Knust I, p.223.
22

Petr, p.173.

23 Ewen, p • 401.
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Petr, p.175.

25 see footnote 5
26

.see footnote
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•

27 Hoffmann & Fuegi,
p.337.
28
Knust I, p.221.
29 Petr, p.167.
30 Knust I, p.221.
31 Esslin, p.33.
32 For example, Schweyk steals the dog in such a way that the
"Dienstmädchen" \oJill not get blamed, and his treatment of the poor
Russian women on the way to Stalingrad is another clear illustration.
33 Petr, p.174.
34 Mayer, p.89.
35 Knust I, p.222.
36 ibid., p.222.
37 cf. Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny, Die heilige
Johanna der Schlachthöfe, Die sieben TodsÜnden and Der aufhaltsame
Aufstieg des Arturo Ui.
38 Versuche 20/21 (Berlin: Suhrkamp,1958), Heft 9, p.90.
39 My emphasis.
40 ..
Muller, p.40.
41 It is of course highly significant that the scene between
Schweyk and Hitler, the beginning of the end for the F~hrer, should
take place near Stalingrad where, according to most historians, in
1943 at the Battle of Stalingrad the beginning of the end for Hitler
really did take place.
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42 Knust II, p.76. In an earlier version of the "Nachspiel"
Brecht had made Schweyk the "Fuhrer des Fllhrers".
43 cf. Mayer, p. 82f., and Theo Buck, Brecht und Diderot
(T~bingen: Niemeyer, 1971), p.60f.

44

Mayer, p.83.

45 See Versuche 20/21, p.87ff., and especially pp.94-100.
46 Buck, p.62 and 63.
47 I contend that Schweyk's actions and language in front of
Brettschneider, about whom Baloun remarks "Herr Brettschneider ist
sonst so t;';'chtig" (St.10,p.42f.), also produce some kind of hypnotic
effect, otherwise he must surely have been able to handle Schweyk a
1itt1e better than he does.
48

See Versuche 20/21, p.94ff.

49 See A.III of Walter Nubel's Brecht Bibliography in: Sinn
und Form, Zweites Sonderheft Bertolt Brecht, (Berlin: R~tten & Loening,
1957), p.489.
50 The fact that Brecht envisaged Schweyk as just one of many
is evident from aremark Sternberg makes. He tells how Brecht came to
hirn in 1928 with the"idea for a Schweyk production of his own, in
which Ludendorff was to be seen directing his German armies in the
upper portion of a double tiered stage whi1e underneath hundreds of
Schweyks hinder his plans. See Sternberg, p.13f.
51 Daniel Frey, "Etudes Brechtiennes 'Schweyk n"
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